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ON THE Joy of Reading
Monica Zinchiak
Z. RESEARCH SERVICES
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
MONICA@ZRESEARCHSERVICES.COM

This is exactly
what VIEWS
offers its readers
in every issue —
people wanting
to share their
knowledge,
passions and
creativity with
others who are
curious and who
desire to expand
their own knowledge and grow.
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I

love to read, and I bet many of you do too. I didn’t enjoy reading as much as I do
now, though, until I finished college. Many children feel forced to read for school,
and without good reading skills, they can find schoolwork to be overwhelming.
Many years ago, I tutored young students who spoke English as their second
language. Teaching them was extremely rewarding. They tried hard to learn because,
for many of them, they were the first generation in their home to read, as well as
speak, English. In my training as a reading tutor, I was told that children’s reading
skills need to be firmly in place by age seven or eight because all studies from the
third grade up hinge on comprehension of the text in order to “get” the lessons —
in other words, to learn.
After college, I finally had the time to read for pleasure, and I have continued to
enjoy it my whole life, largely because I still love to learn. Reading is now my
relaxed approach of learning — easy, go at my own pace, no test at the end of the
chapter — and a way of being exposed to new ideas and worlds. For me it is not
about the challenge — it is more about absorbing the new thoughts, perspectives and
experiences that an author wants to share with me. It is about being exposed to new
people, their imaginations and their passions, past and present. This is exactly what
VIEWS offers its readers in every issue — people wanting to share their knowledge,
passions and creativity with others who are curious and who desire to expand their
own knowledge and grow.
For instance, this edition of VIEWS is filled with lots of helpful information that
others want to share with you, with English being front and center as our Global
Research cover story. Ine Armour-Brown’s imparts her wisdom that, even when
working with another culture with a strong command of the English language, there
are things to keep in mind. In her article, “Normal Is Crazy Enough… Qualitative
Research in the Netherlands,” challenging language from colleagues mixes well
with collaboration and earns respect when conducting qualitative research in
the Netherlands.
As I reviewed the other articles in this issue, it occurred to me that this issue
has a fabulous (and serendipitous) theme: individuals imparting their experienced
wisdom in various research essentials. Our first ToolBox article, “Shhh… Can You
Keep a Secret? Protection of Privacy: A Case Study,” is fundamental for understanding
everyone’s responsibility to the respondents’ privacy. To help reduce stress for you,
your clients and your respondents, the two additional ToolBox articles —
“Fieldwork Basics: Tips from Both Sides of the Mirror” and “A Baker’s Dozen… 13
Ways to Make Your Online Focus Group Run Smoothly” — share suggestions for
successful project management. Tech Talk covers “Getting Started with Online
Research,” and Humor provides a collection of the worst-ever screener questions you
should avoid. All great stuff, whether it is new information or just a good reminder.
Also in this issue’s Business Matters section, Jean D. Sifleet, Esq. (an expert in
small-business legal issues) gives you advice when thinking about your contracts and
negotiations before even starting your project. Also check out her podcast interview
on the QRCA VIEWS Podcasts section of the website.
Missy Carvin’s contribution to Trends, “A New Look at Millennials and Brand
Loyalty,” highlights some findings that you just might find surprising and that might
challenge what you thought you knew.

www.qrca.org

Four new Book Reviews cover a wide range
of topics, from politics to religion to business,
with something for just about everyone.
Now, neither my personal (nor professional)
growth and development hinge on just reading.
Truth be told, I am a kinesthetic learner who
best retains the information obtained from
“doing.” I love trying new things — a new
sport, the occasional cooking or art class,
attending seminars on bizarre subjects,
meeting interesting people, exploring a new
environment, etc. I encourage you to do the
same and then take what you have learned
and share those experiences with someone
else. Even better, take someone along to a
class you plan to enroll in, find a friend to
start playing a new sport with, join a book
club… Perhaps you would like to share
something with our readers? We are always
happy to accept new article submissions.
Oh, and in my book bag right now… Chi
Running by Danny Dreyer, Words That
Work by Dr. Frank I. Luntz and, of course,
the latest issue of QRCA VIEWS.

recent Humor column, “Family Celebration or Focus
Group???” written by Cheryl Ladd and Nicole Eckert
of Ladd Research Group, failed to attribute the content
of the article to Robert Kahle, author of the widely-read book,
Dominators, Cynics, and Wallflowers (Paramount Market Publishing,
Inc., 2007), which is a guide to dealing with “bad actors” in
focus groups. The book details guidelines for identifying and
managing Co-Moderators, Followers, Proselytizers, Dominators,
Cynics, Jokers, Wallflowers, Blatherers and other problem
behaviors in focus groups. Dr. Kahle has presented workshops
based on his book to eight QRCA chapters (Philadelphia,
Minneapolis, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, San Francisco, L.A.
mini conference and Virtual Chapter) and at three QRCA
annual conferences (2005, 2006 and 2008). Having trained
more than 300 QRCA members in how to identify and manage
problem behavior in focus groups, Dr. Kahle is widely recognized as the authority on this topic. QRCA VIEWS regrets
publishing the article without appropriate and necessary
attribution and apologizes to Dr. Kahle and Paramount
Market Publishing.
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WE MUST TAKE
THE LEAD IN OUR
By Abby Leafe

Changing Technology Landscape

CUSTOMER STRATEGY
CONSULTING, INC.
PRINCETON, NJ
ALEAFE@CUSTOMERSTRAT.COM

As qualitative
research
consultants who
are the experts
in the field, we
absolutely must
take a leadership
role in shaping the
move toward
greater usage of
MROCs.
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everal months ago, I entered my daughter’s room only to find, much to my dismay,
that she was sleeping on her tummy. It certainly was not the way I left her, and
as she was only a few months old, I was not used to her newfound display of
autonomy. Countless sources, from the baby books that line my shelves to all the
helpful nurses at the hospital to even the pajamas that she sleeps in, warned me to
put the baby “Back to Sleep,” meaning that babies are supposed to sleep on their
backs in order to prevent sudden infant death syndrome.
Well, I promptly picked her up, flipped her over and watched with even more
dismay as she not only turned back onto her tummy, but she also decided that
facedown in her mattress was even more comfortable. We repeated this process
for several nights before I finally decided that I needed to just let go and realize
that this is the first of many things that, as a parent, I cannot control. It certainly
helped that I remembered going through the same thing with my older son. But
I still cannot resist — much to my husband’s consternation — changing her
position from time to time while she is sleeping, just to make sure she has as
much air around her head as possible.
There are many times in the course of my qualitative research practice that I
am faced with a changing landscape not unlike the very one in our nursery. By the
time this column goes to print, the news that General Mills is taking as much of
its qualitative research online as possible will certainly be old news. And who
knows how many other research buyers will follow suit. The reactions to this
announcement in the qualitative research community have been varied, passionate
and curious. What does this mean for us? And how should we respond?
On one hand, I agree with the premise that qualitative research must adapt to
the changing ways that we humans interact with each other. If I am primarily
using online channels and social media to connect with everyone from my clients
to my mom, it seems that qualitative researchers must not only understand those
channels but also be able to see how they might be harnessed to improve and
expand upon what we already do. Marketing research online communities (or
MROCs, to use an acronym that seems to be in vogue right now) seek to do just
that. By bringing together communities of people who share particular traits in
common (product use, attitudes, behaviors) and working with these respondents in
a flexible, fluid, longitudinal format, there is no question in my mind that companies
will be able to innovate and deliver more of what consumers are looking for, with
less of what they aren’t.
On the other hand, I do think there is a danger in thinking that online research
will completely replace our need to interact with consumers in a face-to-face
environment. I was heartened when I read more about what General Mills is
doing because it seems that they are not only talking to consumers online, but they
are also creating geographically based MROCs so that they can also engage with
consumers in person to supplement their online learnings. Whether a client has done
two focus groups in the past year or 200, there is a value to actually seeing and

S
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hearing the customer in person that online may never
be able to replicate.
Notice I said may never be able to replicate. Who
knows what the future could bring? Just as Princess
Leia sent a hologram of herself to urge Obi Wan
Kenobi to “help me,” perhaps one day we will be able
to have holograms of our respondents sit down with
us in our offices for virtual in-person interviews
that make the distinction between “online” and
“traditional” qualitative research completely moot.
In fact, if I were to gaze into my proverbial crystal
ball to see what qualitative research will be like,
say, 10 years from now, I bet that we simply will
not think about these things as distinct from one
another, but rather as parts of the various ways
that we seek to engage with our respondents as
we continue to gather more meaningful insights
for our clients.
The irony is not lost on me that, not two years
ago, the trendy thing in qualitative research was
ethnography, a methodology that to me feels as
old school as it gets. No computers, no fancy
facilities with six different kinds of M&Ms, just
a researcher going straight to the
respondents where they live, work
and play. Just like the excitement
around MROCs, I believe the burst
of enthusiasm for ethnography
was a response not to the wildly
swinging moods of the research
buyer but to the continual truth
that marketers just want the best
way to understand what the heck
people want, and how to give it
to them.
As the tides continue to shift,
it will be even more necessary
for research buyers to work
with skilled qualitative research
consultants to help them design,
conduct and interpret research
in ways that provide meaningful
answers to business questions. In
the words of one of my esteemed
colleagues, “No online community is going to interpret itself.”
It is up to us to collaborate with
research buyers to discover together
the power that these new technologies provide.
Which brings me back to my
sweet little tummy-sleeping baby.
What I eventually recalled is that
rolling leads to other cool things
like sitting up, crawling and, one
day, walking. So rather than see

the rolling thing as a problem to be solved, I started
looking at it as an opportunity: Look at all the great
things she will be able to do!
I think the same is true of the changing qualitative
technology landscape. Sure, maybe we all feel a variety
of emotions (uncertainly, excitement, apprehension,
invigoration), but we are all in this together. And, as
qualitative research consultants who are the experts in
the field, it is something that we absolutely must
take a leadership role in shaping. To me, this is not
merely a suggestion — it is an absolute mandate.
If we do not lead this conversation, we run the risk
of being left out of it altogether. And with that, we
would lose the voice of the people who truly have
the expertise to help marketers understand and
navigate the changing communication landscape in
order gather the most powerful consumer insights.
What do you think? Please join us in leading the
conversation on QRCA’s LinkedIn forum, or tweet
your thoughts via #qrca.
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BY MISSY CARVIN
New Directions Consulting, Inc. • White Plains, NY • missy@new-directions-inc.com

We

all know who the “Millennials” are, right? They are the privileged, tech-dependent children of the Baby Boomers. They have
delayed adulthood beyond any reasonable expectation. The only
way they communicate is via text messaging. They are about as likely to be brand
loyal as they are to grow wings and fly. Have I painted the right picture for you?
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A New Look at Millennials and Brand Loyalty C O N T I N U E D
There are kernels of truth to each of these
stereotypes and generalizations about Millennials.
However, in a recent online qualitative study, I had
the opportunity to talk with a group of 18–26 year
olds in depth about many of these misperceptions.
Also known as “Generation Y,” the group
known as Millennials is notoriously hard to pin
down. Many sources cite that people born between
1980 and 2000 are part of this group, putting their
current age between 9 and 29 years old. Without
a doubt, there are many of them! This generation
is next biggest after the Baby Boomers, sometimes
giving them the nickname of the “Echo Boomers.”
To find out more about what Millennials think
about brands, communication, social media and
the like, I conducted a three-day online bulletin
board project. Respondents were recruited to
do their own grocery shopping (or at least share
equally with their parents in the decisions) and
to come from a broad range of geographic areas.
(Sadly, interviewing Julie from Hawaii on a six-hour
delay may be the closest I get to doing research in
Honolulu, a personal goal of mine). Respondents
were also recruited to have some experience using
social media on a regular basis, and they used a
broad range of social-networking sites.

Respondents who were now
parents admitted that they
were even buying the same
brands for their kids. This
isn’t surprising when you
consider that this generation
has been marketed to their
whole lives.
While the conversation was wide-ranging, we
focused on the common perception that “Millennials are not brand loyal at all.” We found that,
depending on the category, they can be extremely
loyal to particular brands of products, while not
so loyal to others.
Breakfast cereal, in particular, is a category
where Millennials frequently reach for brandname products. Many of them still eat the same
brands they ate as kids. For instance, almost everyone had an opinion about whether or not to save
the marshmallows in Lucky Charms until the end.
Respondents who were now parents admitted
that they were even buying the same brands for
their kids. This isn’t surprising when you consider
that this generation has been marketed to their
whole lives. After all, when they were kids, they
were the first “tweens.”
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Even the respondents who eat more “adult”
cereals claim extreme brand loyalty, buying the same
brands repeatedly. Because cereal is something that
can be eaten every day, they bought different cereals
for variety, but those four or five varieties remain
the same week to week and month to month.
Further exploration of brand consciousness
shows that personal-care items are another category in which Millennials are often brand loyal.
Many respondents used the same toothpaste they
did as a kid or bought the same brand (and sometimes formula) of shampoo over and over. Reasons
given were fairly typical — “I know it works,” “I
am familiar with it” and “I just don’t give it a lot
of thought.”
A personal-care product that makes a really new
and different claim in a very compelling way may
get their attention. For the most part, however,
brand loyalty was so strong, for example, that the
only way Millennials like Nicky would switch
from her preferred brand of toothpaste was “if
they stopped selling it.”
Though brand loyal in some categories, this
generation is starting to explore store brands in
other categories. The biggest reason for this switch
toward store-brand pasta, milk and the like, was
price. Not surprisingly, many Millennials were
beginning to buy groceries for themselves for the
first time, and they seemed more price-conscious
than they were when Mom and Dad were doing
the food shopping. As Josh said, “Considering I’m
a college kid, I usually just buy the store brands

CONTINUED

A New Look at Millennials and Brand Loyalty

Millennials used coupons/coupon codes, bought store brands
and did online comparison-shopping to save some cash. While
these are stereotypical behaviors of older consumers,
Millennials are also embracing them.
when I’m at school. However, if my mom is willing
to buy it, I’ll go for the brand-name stuff.”
Price is also a huge driver for switching from
brand to brand within a category such as soft
drinks. Sales on one brand or another can trump
lifelong soda-drinking habits. Some respondents
actively investigated and purchased private-label
products, while others purchased brand-name
drinks no matter what. As Liz said, “Things like
soda and cereal each have their own recipe, and
some I like better than others, so I’m more likely
to stick with one or two brands [like those].”
Unusual flavors of soda (anything besides cola
or diet cola) prompted more brand loyalty, in
part because it is hard for private labels to replicate the specific flavor profiles that Millennials
are accustomed to enjoying.

Regarding economic concerns, many Millennials
are actively trying to save money. Respondents
used coupons/coupon codes, bought store brands
and did online comparison-shopping to save some
cash. While these are stereotypical behaviors of
older consumers, Millennials are also embracing
them. Additionally, they believed that this type of
spending would become a lifelong habit because
they are establishing a lower spending baseline
or because they associate saving money in some
areas with having more to spend in others.
Interestingly, many respondents included environmental and social concerns among their criteria
for choosing a brand. Some tried to find Fair Trade
chocolate and coffee; others looked for brands
that donated part of the proceeds to charity. Some
sought out cleaning products with fewer chemicals
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A New Look at Millennials and Brand Loyalty C O N T I N U E D
or more natural ingredients. Many Millennials
avoided “disposable” items if they had the option
of buying a more permanent version. Social concerns came up casually but consistently throughout
the discussion.
What about bigger, less frequent purchases like
cameras or cars? There is a lot to discover about
brand loyalty among these categories as well.
Although most Millennials own a digital camera,
nearly all said that they would need to do some
research about brands and pricing before they
bought a new one. Positive brand associations
played a role for just a few of them who were ready
to buy a Canon or Nikon. They were familiar with
these leading brands and assumed it would be
impossible to buy a bad camera from these brands.
That being said, most of the respondents needed
to investigate the brands by comparing prices,
asking their friends and reading online customer
reviews before they would be ready to purchase
a $100+ camera.
Millennials’ cars told a different story. Many
of these participants drove a car that their parents
purchased years ago. As long as they were happy
with the vehicle’s performance, many planned on
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buying from the same carmaker again. Some even
wanted to drive the same car model for the rest
of their lives! Brand familiarity was especially
important because they considered a car to be
a big investment. Millennials expected a digital
camera to last only a few years, but they felt that
a car should run well for many years. Thus, they
considered knowing what brand of car works
well to be a smart consideration.
Overall, this group of Millennials is in a transitional period when it comes to making choices
about brands and purchasing products. As they
make more purchases, they become more costconscious. They are careful to pay only for what
they want or need. For instance, while every single
respondent sent cell-phone text messages, only a
handful of respondents paid for additional cellphone features such as web browsing or email
access at this time.
Attitudes about money are being formed now
and will likely influence the definition of the
Millennial generation for decades to come. As
Joshua said, “I think I’ll continue to always clip
the coupons and save a few dollars. The tight
economic situation helps me focus on doing it

CONTINUED

A New Look at Millennials and Brand Loyalty

The impact of a
deep recession
just as this generation comes
of age is likely
to impact their
views of brands
and value for
years to come.
now, but when we do come out
of it, that is just extra money
that I can have for the ‘fun’
things.” Several other respondents mentioned saving up for
“fun” purchases, rather than
simply charging them to a credit
card. Others expect more income
once their careers are in full
swing, which would likely
change their spending habits
to a less frugal way of life.
Where does all of this leave
our assumptions and stereotypes about this demographic
group? So far, Millennials
are pretty brand loyal (within
reason). Notably, most of
them are making thoughtful
and careful decisions about
spending and saving. The
impact of a deep recession
just as this generation comes
of age is likely to impact their
views of brands and value for
years to come.
Millennials are the biggest
generation since the Boomers.
We need to continue to engage
this demographic in qualitative
research to further understand
how they value brands and
make purchasing decisions.
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Forward
By John Storey,
International Research Editor

BY INE ARMOUR-BROWN
Blauw Research •
Rotterdam, The Netherlands •
ine.armour-brown@blauw.com

The saying or phrase “you’re talking Double
Dutch” is common in the U.K. and among
some Westerners. It highlights the fact that
there are often two meanings or interpretations
when dealing with international research.
What respondents say and actually mean, and
what local-country researchers say and actually
mean, may be different. We need to have a
good understanding of how people talk —
i.e., they might sound offensive, abrupt or
disrespectful to the Westerner, but actually this
might just be their cultural way of speaking.
This is very important, for example, in some
Asian cultures, where junior employees or
agency staff will agree with everything a client
says, but actually think or do something completely different. In the case of some European
cultures, juniors or agency staff may be actively
encouraged to criticize, and they consider it
their duty to question a client, if they feel it is
wrong or that they could add value by debate.
In the article on the next several pages, while
author Ine Armour-Brown highlights how
these differences manifest themselves in the
Netherlands and Dutch society, she also presents good insights in terms of what to look
out for in international-research situations in
general. Interestingly, some of these same
cultural expressions can be found in Indonesia,
white South African society (Boer) and wherever there has been a Dutch influence.
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Normal Is Crazy Enough — Qualitative Research in the Netherlands C O N T I N U E D
oing business with the Dutch should be
simple. After all, the Dutch speak English
surprisingly well for foreigners, and they
have long dealt with people from abroad. Yet,
their critical attitude, low hierarchical barriers
and reluctance to discuss certain issues can
surprise the innocent American researcher. We
have some pointers to help you cope.

D

My English Is Very Well
When approaching a Dutch research partner,
you will find that initial communication is fairly
simple because everyone, from the switchboard
attendant to the managing director, speaks at
least fair English. The Dutch have a long history
of contact with foreigners, and their language
skills are relatively good compared to other nonEnglish natives.
This started in the 17th century, the so-called
Golden Age, when the Dutch played an important and sometimes dominant role in international
trade, thanks in part to their sailing and mapping skills. As a result, Dutch traders developed
their foreign-language abilities. These days, it is
not uncommon for Dutch people to have had
some education in three foreign languages.
Basic English, in particular, is spoken by just
about everyone. The media are full of British
and American entertainment, and television
shows are subtitled rather than dubbed. Mixing
English words into Dutch sentences is common in
everyday language and even more so in business
language. Hence, elements of English are well
integrated in everyday life.
Also, people with a university background,
including most people working in market research,
have often spent part of their education abroad.
They then spend six months to a year in the U.K.,
other parts of Europe or the U.S. This pays off in
terms of language skills.
Although Dutch researchers with an international focus generally have excellent English,
do not be too surprised to be confronted with
semi-correct (or occasionally badly incorrect)
use of English. A particular difficulty is that the
Dutch and English languages have several words
or phrases in common, or they have a common

Do not confuse language
capabilities with cultural
understanding. When
you first work with Dutch
people, some peculiarities
will stand out.
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root. Since these commonalities originated,
however, both languages have evolved, and
the same word in Dutch can have a different
meaning or connotation than in English. Dutch
people who are overconfident regarding their
English skills sometimes concoct sentences that
sound right to them, but are impossible to
understand and may even sound like a joke.
For example, a Dutch researcher might say,
“The responsible people of Heineken attended
fieldwork,” instead of, “Those responsible for
product development at Heineken attended
fieldwork.” No doubt, you also understand
the potential impact of a fieldwork briefing in
which you say, “Eventually, we will show the
third concept at the end of the focus group,”
if the Dutch researcher translates it too directly
as, “Perhaps (Dutch: Eventueel) we will show
the third concept.”
On the whole, market researchers from the
United States and the Netherlands will be able
to communicate without difficulty, but you
must remain alert to misunderstandings. Do not
confuse language capabilities, however, with
cultural understanding. When you first work
with Dutch people, some peculiarities will
stand out.

Equality Sets the Tone,
But That Tone Can Be a Sharp One
In making their decisions, the Dutch put a lot
of importance on consensus. Perhaps this has
something to do with history. As a country that
lies, for the largest part, beneath sea level, the
people have had to work together for centuries
to keep their feet dry. From the Middle Ages,
they built dikes and pumped water out of
the polders (low-lying land) by means of their
famous windmills. Everyone who happened to
live in an area likely to flood — from farmers
to lords — had to work collectively to beat
the water.
In more recent times, this spirit of working
together and consensus has characterized the
way employers, unions and central government
reach decisions on work-related issues. Their
unique way of working together has been given
the name “poldermodel.” Similarly, many Dutch
companies and other organizations develop
strategies based on consensus.
Dutch people are less oriented by hierarchy
than most cultures are; instead, they are more
focused on the task at hand or the goal to be
reached. They tend to consider themselves
equal to the next person and are happy to
show this by giving their opinion. Although
the importance of individual opinion is similar
in many other cultures, the Dutch also feel they

should be allowed to present
their opinion at almost any
point in time, and in any
situation, in a way that nonDutch people may find very
direct, if not offensive.
For example, it is not
uncommon for a junior
employee to openly disagree
with his superior during a
meeting and have a fervent
public discussion about the
issue at hand, without the
consequences that might
follow in another culture.
The boss should not only
be able to deal with this
criticism, but in fact, he
should also find some way
to include these opinions
into the decision-making
process or else provide
good arguments why he
will overrule.
Criticism of ideas is
always plentiful and, aside
from testing the idea, also
ensures that the individual
with the idea does not come
away with an enlarged ego.
This can lead to rather long
meetings and a focus on
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Criticism of ideas is always plentiful and, aside from
testing the idea, also ensures that the individual with the
idea does not come away with an enlarged ego. This can
lead to rather long meetings and a focus on what is
“wrong” with an idea rather than on what is “good.”
what is “wrong” with an idea rather than on what
is “good.” This process, however, generally leads
to a higher-quality result with a large backing.
As with pumping water out of the polders, each
individual can and is expected to give his input,
and the goal will be achieved together.

Normal Is the Average of All Deviations
The Dutch typically do not express enthusiasm
in a big way. A Dutch saying is, “Just act normal;
that’s crazy enough.” If someone is standing on
a soapbox, people are willing to listen, but they
will be keen to play things down or to criticize in
order to reduce the importance of that individual.
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Similarly, when respondents are confronted with
your big idea for a brilliant new product, they
may meet it with subdued enthusiasm. This does
not mean they don’t like it, won’t buy it or won’t
recommend it. The contrary could be true. An
American might just respond in a more open and
extraverted way than someone from the lowlands.
When it comes to talking about personal
financial matters, the Dutch are customarily
quiet about things Americans are usually happy
to share. The rich almost never outwardly display
their wealth. In fact, many people are not even
willing to discuss their income with family, friends
or colleagues, independent of whether they earn

a great deal or not. Such information is considered personal, to be kept from others, and a
topic that research can rarely broach.
So what should you do when you commission qualitative research in the Netherlands?

As with pumping water
out of the polders, each
individual can and is
expected to give his
input, and the goal will
be achieved together.
Make the most of moderators’
language abilities.
Moderators tend to understand English very
well, and they speak it to a pretty decent level.
You will not need to pass your briefing on
via an interpreter or a project manager with
better language capabilities than the moderator. Therefore, most details and nuances
will be picked up and used to improve the
quality of your results. If you attend simultaneously translated fieldwork, you can easily
discuss your initial thoughts on the outcomes
immediately afterwards. At the same time,
remember that they are not native speakers
of English.

Check for Double Dutch.
During a briefing, let the moderator tell you
what she think is the core of your project.
Check what she heard you say, so that you
can discover any misunderstandings, even if
you sense that the moderator’s English is just
about flawless.
Many researchers will write up their report
in English, and it will look great at first sight.
However, a check by a native speaker can
prevent you from language blunders that can
be confusing or embarrassing (though perhaps
entertaining). It is often worth paying for a
native speaker to check the final report, so
do ask for this, especially if you plan to use
reporting slides in your own presentations.

Don’t expect respondents to be open
about their income or wealth.
American companies often provide consumerrecruitment screeners with a great detail of
questions. Dutch people may consider some
of these too personal to answer, and such
questions may discourage consumers from
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accepting the invitation to participate. Avoid
asking for their income level, and instead use
a recruitment agency’s database for general
information on social class (A, B, C).

Discuss critical respondent feedback.
If you are faced with negative use of language
or a large amount of respondent criticism during
fieldwork, let the Dutch moderator help you
interpret what you hear and see. At Blauw
Research, a project is always carried out by at
least two researchers/moderators, and one of
them will be behind the mirror with you if you
attend fieldwork locally. Remind them of the
cultural difference in interpreting negative feedback, and ask what can be concluded from
particular respondents’ input.

Be prepared for some
criticism from the
research team.
Researchers at an agency
will respect you as a
client and will want to
serve you well, but they
may not always utter this
in the way that you are
used to. During briefings
or discussion of results,
or in project communication, your contact
may confront you with
an opinion that seems
to lack tact. Your decisions may be questioned.
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Where an American might say, “Have you perhaps
thought about...,” a Dutchman might use, “That’s
not right; you have to...” However, do not be
thrown by this, as it is the Dutchman’s direct
translation of both words and communication
style into “Dunglish.”
In return, he needs to feel that you respect him
enough to contemplate his view or advice. He
wants to be seen as an “equal,” even though he
knows very well that, in the end, you are the one
who pays the bill and therefore has the last say. In
return, he will be keen to learn from you what
business, product or market knowledge you have
that could be of use for the success of the project.
Once you have gained his trust, he will be keen to
explore the intricacies of your Dutch market. And
you will finally learn whether the Dutch are truly
crazy, even when they are acting normal.

• QUALITATIVE TOOLBOX •

Shhh...
CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET?
Protection of Privacy: A Case Study
BY AMY WINSTEL AND CARLA ESSEN
Ladd Research Group • Cincinnati, OH • carla@laddresearchgroup.com

magine this scenario: ABC Pharma (one of
the top ten pharmaceutical companies in
the U.S.) hires XYZ Corporation (a qualitative marketing research boutique firm) to
conduct 30 one-on-one interviews with highvolume neurologists. XYZ’s assignment is to
uncover the reasons that these specialists
are prescribing a competitor’s product for
migraine headaches in lieu of their product,
Zap. XYZ has done multiple projects with
ABC Pharma in the past, and their moderators
have developed good working relationships
with both the marketing researchers and the
Zap brand team.

I
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The project commences in New York City.
On the morning that research begins, Julie
(the moderator) greets the market research
manager (Bob) and two brand leaders (Joel
and Caroline). Surprisingly, Julie also finds
Grace (the regional sales manager from the
Manhattan office) also attending the research
that day. Julie knows that some other members
of the marketing team are planning to watch
online, but she thinks to herself that it is rather
unusual to see someone from Field Sales in
the back room.
The first interview of the day is with Dr.
Morrison. Following her standard protocol,
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Julie explains that she will audiotape and videotape their discussion, but that the doctor’s identity
will remain anonymous. He chuckles to himself
and then says aloud, “Yeah, right. Whoever your
client is will recognize me; I’m the head of neurology at the biggest hospital in the city.” Julie
smiles and continues with the introduction of the
discussion topic. The interview proceeds smoothly,
and Julie feels certain that it is going to be a
productive day.
After concluding the interview, Julie has a 15minute break before the next respondent arrives,
so she makes use of the downtime by debriefing with her clients. As she enters the backroom,
she walks into an animated conversation between
Grace and the team. Having pushed her sales reps
for months to uncover the reasons why Dr. Jones’
script volume is so low for Zap, Grace now has
a clear understanding of Dr. Jones’ concerns.
She relays how excited she is to finally see what
happens in marketing research and comments
that she has already forwarded the information
on to her district manager via her BlackBerry.
Alarmed, Julie immediately catches Joel’s and
Caroline’s attention and pulls them into the outer
room. They know exactly what she is going to say
about protecting the physician’s identity, and they
convey to Julie that they have already explained
this to Grace. It is clear, however, that it has been
a struggle getting Grace to truly understand that
they mean what they have said.
Julie responds by requesting a confidentiality
agreement from her project manager at the home
office via email. She prints it off and heads once
again to the back room, where she restates the
expectations regarding respondents’ privacy in
marketing research. Requesting that Grace sign
the document, Julie still does not feel overly
confident that the agreement will prevent Grace
from relaying other information that she hears
throughout the day. “At least I have her signature
on record,” she thinks to herself. Heaving a sigh,
Julie proceeds through her next few interviews.
During the lunch break, Julie sits down at her
laptop to catch up on emails. As the break is coming to an end, she re-enters the interview room and
reaches for her moderator’s copy of the schedule
on a side table. Unable to locate it, Julie returns
to the back room to see if she has mistakenly
placed it in the stack of completed discussion
guides. She notices Joel reviewing the schedule
with Caroline and stops in her tracks upon realizing that they are holding her copy — not the
client copy, which excludes the respondents’
identifying information (first name/last name).
Julie quickly grabs a client schedule and casually
mentions, “It looks like our copies were switched;
here, take this one — I know you wouldn’t want
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to accidentally remember the physician’s names.”
Joel and Caroline exchange a quick laugh and
switch copies without any debate. Julie, becoming
increasingly concerned, suspects that they were
not the only ones who might have seen her copy,
and she cannot help but wonder if someone had
picked it up from the interview room, or if she
had been careless enough to leave it on top of her
other paperwork.
The afternoon’s interviews carry on, and by
the dinner break, Julie is more relaxed. The team
seems pleased with her work, and Julie is confident
that she is uncovering the information ABC is
searching for to understand why Zap is not being
prescribed as frequently as the competition. As
Caroline reviews some of the key learnings from
the day, she comments, “Grace was especially glad
that we were able to recruit Dr. Levy. She has
wanted him to speak for us for a long time, so
his input is really valuable for this project.”
After the final debrief, the clients pack up and
quickly depart. Julie gathers her materials and
ensures that the interview room will be locked
so that she can leave discussion guides and client
sales materials behind for the next morning. As
she is waiting for a taxi, Ron (the facility manager)
stops in to make sure that she has been satisfied
with his team’s service for the day. She assures
him that they are doing a great job, and Ron
remarks, “ABC has sure been here a lot lately.
They must have a great deal of money invested
in Zap.” Julie agrees with him and then pauses.
“How do you know this project is about Zap,
Ron?” “Oh, it’s on the top of the discussion
guide that you asked me to copy,” he replies. “It
says ‘ABC Zap Market Share Decline Project.’”
The taxi arrives, and Julie is pleased that the
first day of the four-city project is complete. On
her way to the hotel, she mentally prepares the
positive report she will send later that night to
her manager at XYZ.

ANALYSIS
How can XYZ Corporation improve its
processes to ensure the protection of
respondent privacy?
Marketing researchers understand that the degree
to which a respondent believes that his or her privacy will be protected influences his or her candid
participation in an interview or focus group.
Similarly, respondents, particularly healthcare
professionals, typically understand that their feedback positively impacts the healthcare industry.
However, consistently communicating and reinforcing privacy measures — both verbally and in
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Consistently communicating and reinforcing privacy
measures — both verbally and in writing — can ensure
that all parties comply, as well as further enhance the
value of information learned in a qualitative study.
writing — can ensure that all parties comply, as
well as further enhance the value of information
learned in a qualitative study.
Prior to entering into a contract, XYZ can begin
by inquiring about ABC Pharma’s confidentiality
expectations/policies/procedures. Understanding
whom a client might allow into a research study
would have allowed Julie to be better prepared
to address any confidentiality concerns prior to
the project.
Ensuring that all research observers complete
a confidentiality agreement prior to arrival at
the facility would have prevented Grace from
unintentionally violating privacy
policies. The agreement should
specifically state that all information gathered during the
research is to be used only for
marketing research purposes,
and not for sales efforts. It
should also state that if an
observer recognizes a participant, then that observer should
immediately remove himself
from the observation area.
As part of the marketing
researcher’s upfront disclaimer,
respondents should also be given
an opportunity to opt out of the
interview, both verbally and in
writing, prior to the introduction
of the discussion topic. When Dr.
Morrison stated that he assumed
he would be recognized, Julie
should have given him an opportunity to opt out of the interview.
Requiring respondents to sign
a confidentiality agreement
and using a verbal disclaimer
verbatim before commencing interviews ensures that
the option to opt out has
been offered.
When conducting research
at a facility, it is also critical
to understand their privacy
processes before arrival. As in
the case with XYZ, Julie could

have requested that all schedules only have initials
and no identifying information.
Lastly, all information identifying both the client
and the project should have been deleted from the
discussion guide. This can be a common error when
the study sponsor develops the guide. Transferring
the client’s guide into a template created by the research company prevents both the facility personnel
and respondents from inadvertently identifying the
study sponsor. On discussion guides created by
XYZ, a non-identifying project name and number
would also ensure confidentiality. At the end of the
day, Julie should have taken all proprietary client
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materials with her to reduce the possibility that
any confidential information might end up in
the wrong hands.

What do I need to know, and where can
I turn to find out?
As market researchers, we have a responsibility
to protect the privacy of all parties involved in a
qualitative research project. Upon a recent review
of the guidelines and principles set forth by the
professional organizations in the market research
industry — including the MRA, PMRG, QRCA,
CMOR (which has since merged with the MRA),
ESOMAR and CASRO — our organization
established a formal privacy compliance policy
to ensure that we are taking every available
measure to protect the integrity of the research
we conduct.
An assessment of each organization’s code of
conduct with regard to privacy (including both
respondent anonymity and client confidentiality)
led us to create a comprehensive overview of
crucial privacy elements, which we have broken
down into three main areas. While this is by no
means an exhaustive list, it provides guidance as
to what our colleagues should focus on when
looking at their own privacy standards.

Responsibility to INFORM

• Respondents should have access to a researcher’s
privacy policy. ESOMAR’s International Code
on Market and Social Research states that
researchers should have a privacy policy that is
readily accessible to respondents (whether by
mail, fax or email) and should also ensure that
it is posted on the researcher’s website. Additionally, contact information should be provided
to research participants in the instance that
they may have further privacy inquiries once the
research ends.
• Respondents should be verbally informed of
and provided with written confidentiality
statements. Both CMOR’s Compliance Guide
and ESOMAR’s Code direct researchers to
provide a confidentiality statement clearly
stating who the researcher is and the research
company that he/she represents, as well as indicating that respondent information will be
kept confidential. The statement should also
disclose when participants are being audiotaped, videotaped and/or video-streamed to
an offsite location.
• Respondents should be given the opportunity
to opt out of study participation. The MRA’s
Code of Marketing Research Standards states
that respondents must be given the opportunity
to refuse to participate if there is a possibility
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Researchers should have a
privacy policy that is readily
accessible to respondents
— whether by mail, fax or
email — and should also
ensure that it is posted on
the researcher’s website.
that they can be identified without the use of
their name or address. In all likelihood, this
possibility would exist with almost any respondent to one degree or another, so a broad
interpretation of this code would dictate offering
any respondent the opportunity to decline
further participation.
• Respondents should not be re-contacted without
consent. The MRA’s Code also states that study
participants should not be contacted after the
research has concluded (should a client want
to ask additional follow-up questions, for
example) unless respondents have been informed
of this possibility at the time of the original
research and have given their consent to be
re-contacted.

Responsibility to PROTECT
The notion of protecting confidential information
extends across many parties — not only the
respondents, but also the client, the recruiting
facility and the market researchers themselves.
• Respondent information should not be used as
a means of identification. The MRA promotes
the protection of respondents’ identities from
the end-client. Make sure, for example, that all
copies of focus group schedules contain only
first names of participants. The only time in
which the client should be made aware of a
respondent’s identity is if the respondent has
given express, written permission. Observers
from the client side should be told that if they
know any of the participants, they must stop observing and notify the researcher, per ESOMAR’s
World Research Codes and Guidelines.
• Ensure that respondent contact information
will not be used for sales or direct-marketing
efforts. Let’s face it — it is too easy to be a
key member of the brand team and pass along
to the sales manager the reasons a highly
influential prescriber has shared as to why he

is not using your product. The
MRA’s Code of Marketing
Research Standards strictly
prohibits this activity, stating
that “any information collected
during any study will not be
used for any sales, solicitations
or push polling.” The easiest
way to do this is to remind client
personnel who may be listening
in at the beginning of the project
and have them sign a document
stating that they agree.
• Respect confidentiality of both
client and respondent information by securing and disposing
of project documents and files
when appropriate. According
to ICC/ESOMAR International
Code, data should be preserved
no longer than is required for
the purpose for which the information was collected or further
processed. There should be a
means of guarding electronic
documents so that no others
have access to them except for
the individuals working on the
project. Upon completion of the
research, paper files should be
shredded, and electronic documents permanently deleted.
• The client’s identity should
remain blinded. The MRA’s
Code suggests that researchers
not reveal any information that
could be used to identify clients
without their written permission.
Something as simple as placing
the client name at the top of a
discussion guide that you bring
into the interview room could tip
off a respondent. Remind clients
not to wear company-branded
attire or carry bags with company
logos. Additionally, be sure that
any subcontractors (videographers, transcriptionists, etc.)
have also signed non-disclosure
agreements.
• Become familiar with the research
facility’s privacy policies, and
honor them as you would your
own. The MRA Code indicates
that market researchers “will
follow all use restrictions imposed
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Privacy/Confidentiality Resources
The following organizations are referenced in this article. For more information about
privacy standards, visit these websites:
– QRCA (Qualitative Research
Consultants Association)
QRCA Guidelines to Professional
Qualitative Research Practices;
QRCA Ethics Policy Manual
www.qrca.org
– MRA (Marketing Research Association)
The Code of Marketing
Research Standards
www.mra-net.org
– CMOR (Council for Marketing and
Opinion Research, merged with the
MRA in 2008)
Compliance Guide/Best Practices
www.mra-net.org

Make it a point to reevaluate and update your
privacy policies, when
necessary, each year. It is
crucial to stay abreast of
changes in the industry,
as legislation continues
to alter the landscape of
market research.
by the facility in order to ensure confidentiality
for all parties.” It is a good idea to ask for a
copy of the facility’s privacy policy the first time
you work with that office, and keep a file for
your records.

Responsibility to EDUCATE

• Recognize that international projects may
include additional privacy-compliance requirements. ESOMAR’s World Research Code &
Guidelines makes general provisions for conducting research across the globe, but each
country may have further stipulations governing
the process in that country. Before accepting
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– PMRG (Pharmaceutical Marketing
Research Group)
www.pmrg.org
– CASRO (Council of American
Survey Research Organizations)
Code of Standards and Ethics
for Survey Research
www.casro.org
– ESOMAR (European Society for
Opinion and Marketing Research)
World Research Codes & Guidelines
www.esomar.org

an assignment outside the U.S., make a fullfaith effort to learn if there are any other
legal requirements that you may need to
comply with.
• Instate a privacy officer for your organization
if you do not already have one. Per ESOMAR’s
World Research Code & Guidelines, someone
must be responsible for privacy and for keeping
the privacy policy up to date, ensuring that all
staff (including temporary staff) are aware of
its requirements and for handling queries
relating to it.
• Make it a point to re-evaluate and update your
privacy policies, when necessary, each year. It
is crucial to stay abreast of changes in the
industry, as legislation continues to alter the
landscape of market research. The pending
Physician Payment Sunshine Act, for example,
threatens to compromise privacy between
physician participants and pharmaceutical/
medical-device clients, proposing that manufacturers disclose any payment made to
doctors in an amount over $100. If passed,
this policy will go into effect in 2010. Know
how current laws impact protocol and how
new policies may warrant strategic changes for
your business practices. The MRA’s website
has state-by-state updates indicating proposed
and pending legislation at www.mra.org.

• QUALITATIVE TOOLBOX •

BY MICHELLE FINZEL
Maryland Marketing Source, Inc. • Randallstown, MD •
mfinzel@mdmarketingsource.com
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espite what the “outside world” might think, we in this
business know that facility-based qualitative research is
not just about the invitation, facilitation, moderation and
remuneration. We recognize that a lot more work goes into a
successful, facility-based qualitative research project… that much
time and effort are spent on participant specifications, market
and facility selection, screener development, recruitment, project
management and… well, you’re in the biz — you know!
We also know that it is the details that count. With so many
hands involved in the research process (think about the number
of people on the client side, as well as the facility side), it is easy
for important details to slip through the cracks. Now apply
increasing stress to those cracks (your own as well as your
clients’) due to the slippage of those important details, and the
pressure builds and builds until your project is teetering on the
edge, threatening to nosedive fast.
Breathe, because it does not have to be this way. Several of us
on QRCA’s Field and Industry Relations Committee (FAIRCom)
live our lives on both sides of the mirror, running facilities and
functioning as qualitative consultants, so we understand the
nuances that make a qualitative research project a really, really
great qualitative research project. To support our fellow
moderators, we conducted our own informal research
among fellow QRCA members with dual roles, to compile a list of helpful tips and reminders. With these tips
in hand, you should be able to better understand
what is expected of you when working with field
service companies and what to expect as well,
ensuring that the experience is a successful one for
everyone involved. We know this list is somewhat extensive, but let’s remember — all these
little details are what can (and will) make or
break our projects.

D

Tips for Before
• Make sure your field company understands what kind of respondents you
want. Partner with your field service to
make sure its recruiters know who you
are looking for and who you are not.
Make sure all specifications are clear —
just sending a screener with specifications is not enough — and that you
understand the timeline and the costs.
Hard-to-find recruits take more time
and can cost more money, so it is best
that everyone understands this from
the beginning.
• Ensure proper funding. Money is not
a fun topic, but it is obviously an
important one. Many facilities are
small companies, too. When they ask
for incentives upfront or final payment
to be made within 30 days from the
project start, it is because they do not
have as much cash in hand as do the
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larger companies. They rely on
that money to fund the project,
payroll and other aspects of running a business. Informing clients
of all costs and payment requirements ahead of time can circumvent any awkward moments or
obstacles to project completion.
• Be wary of the quant-style
screeners. Many screeners are
now mini-quant studies trying
to emulate surveys by asking
a number of questions for
information-gathering purposes
beyond the study and utilizing
complex mathematical algorithms. The result is a long
and often-confusing screener.
This correlates directly with
respondent cooperation and
willingness to participate, as
well as with the price that field
services must charge. The focus
groups or depth interviews —
not the screener — are for really
getting to know the participants,
so limit screeners to necessary
questions only, keeping them
short and to the point.
• Review any client-provided lists.
When your client is providing a
list of prospective respondents,
ask to speak directly to the
IT/database person, or ask your
client to ask for the list to be
“cleaned” and de-duped (no
repeats). A lot of the “bad list
syndrome” can be handled internally if the people preparing the
list know all the demographic
requirements beforehand and
what the list will be used for.
And, of course, the list should be
as current, with as much contact
information, as possible.
• Establish proper incentive rates.
Expect a minimum of a $75
incentive for a two-hour group
with mainstream consumers, and
even higher for harder-to-find or
business respondents, especially
in major markets. If you are not
sure what is appropriate for the
market, ask the field service what
they typically pay, and feel comfortable trusting their judgment.

C O N T I N U E D Fieldwork Basics: Tips from Both Sides of the Mirror
• Inform the facility of any homework assignments or extra materials sent to the participants.
Expect to compensate both the participants and
the facility for the extra work.
• Request your room set-up requirements prior
to arrival at the facility. Do you want a livingroom-style set-up, rather than the standard
conference-room style? It may take a bit of time
and elbow grease to move everything around,
and you would want that done before your
respondents are waiting to get in the room. You
may even be able to request pictures of possible
arrangements or peruse a facility’s website ahead
of time to see what styles are available to you.
• Let the facility know if it should expect any
packages. Some facilities are not open during
off-hours (during the morning or early afternoon) or every day of the week. Work out a
time when someone will be available to receive
the delivery.
• Inform the facility of refreshment requirements, along with the expected number of
observers. The facility staff wants to please you
and meet all of your needs, but the facility is not
a restaurant, and it is not always able to perform
like one (that is, to provide multiple meals on
short notice). Discuss food budgets, catering
versus menus, and special dietary needs ahead
of time so that the facility has time to shop and
have it all available to you upon your arrival.

Let the facility know if it
should expect any packages.
Some facilities are not open
during off-hours (during the
morning or early afternoon)
or every day of the week.
Work out a time when
someone will be available
to receive the delivery.
• Request special supplies in advance. Just
like food, facilities do not always have nonstandard supplies on site. If you have a special
preference or need, it is always a good idea to
let the field service know ahead of time so
that they can shop for it.
• Discuss your AV needs. Tell the facility how many
DVDs and other recordings you require, who

should get them at the end of the interviewing
day, or where and how to ship them, if necessary.
• Have all concepts and other collateral
materials ready ahead of time. While most
facilities have computers and printers, they are
not art studios or marketing departments. Many
are not equipped with advanced ad-agency
computer programs, so often they cannot “read”
the advanced files brought on zip drives.
• Write a letter! A pre-arrival letter of introduction
is great for everyone. Most of the above requests
can be easily included in a checklist, along with
any additional special instructions or needs. This
protects you, should the worst happen and a
facility claims not to have been informed about
certain needs — you have written proof.

Tips for the Day Of
• Ask for transportation. It sometimes takes time
to arrange for late-evening transportation, if you
require it, so tell the staff as soon as possible
what your needs will be.
• Tell facility staff if you will need assistance
between groups with resetting the room,
collecting or passing out new materials, or
anything else. This prevents the proverbial
“moderator-running-around-with-head-cutoff” syndrome — the moderator trying to
clean up from one group, set up another,
check with the clients, find the bathroom and
swipe another soda, all within the span of
three minutes. It is also a good idea to specify
if you want extra staff available, since many
facilities schedule only one qualitative
assistant per client.
• Inform facility staff about any late-arrival
policies. Your policies may differ from those
of the facility. They might not think to ask
in advance, and they may end up interrupting
your group and your flow to see if you want
a latecomer, or they may send someone away
you might still wish to include.
• Hungry? If you are out of your home territory
and heading back to an empty hotel room or
an airport concourse that is shut down for the
night, let the facility staff know to pack you
up a to-go bag. Food is often hard to access
during our “business hours,” so while you
are packing up your materials, they could be
preparing you a gourmet meal to go.
• Partner with your facility. Take advantage of
your facility staff’s knowledge of the market,
their opinion of your screener and their observation of participants as they arrive. Facility
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Fieldwork Basics Checklist
Use this checklist as a guide for each of your facilitybased qualitative research projects. Once you have
checked off each of the items, you can rest assured
that you have done your part in making your
partnership with your field service, as well as your
project, a complete success! (HINT: Keep a blank
copy of this handy so you can duplicate it for your
next project.)

BEFORE
_____ Make sure your field company understands
what kind of respondents you want.
_____ Ensure proper funding.
_____ Be wary of the quant-style screeners.
_____ Review any client-provided lists.
_____ Establish proper incentives rates.
_____ Inform the facility of any homework
assignments or extra materials sent to the
participants.
_____ Request your room set-up requirements prior
to arrival at the facility.
_____ Let the facility know if it should expect
any packages.
_____ Inform the facility of refreshment
requirements, along with the expected number
of observers.
_____ Request special supplies in advance.
_____ Discuss your AV needs.
_____ Have all concepts and other collateral
materials ready ahead of time.
_____ Write a letter outlining your requests.

DAY

Tips for After

• Provide feedback on respondents. Inform the
facility of any respondents who stood out,
either because of their positive contribution to
the group or because of their negative impact.
This information will help facilities keep their
databases updated and fresh. The facility will
appreciate your insights, and you (as well as
other moderators who visit this facility) will
benefit from database cultivation.
• Discuss any shipping needs. Do not wait too
long to inform the facility of any materials
that need to be saved, shipped or disposed of.
If you are debriefing in the back room while
staff is cleaning up, anything could happen to
those concepts you were testing during the
groups. Or pages that look like doodles — but
are actually responses to an activity — could
easily end up in the trash by mistake.
• Address any issues that may have arisen.
Unfortunately, things do not always go
according to plan. If you encounter an issue
with the facility, it is best to inform the staff
before you leave so that, while you are traveling
and working your way back home, the field
service can investigate the situation and be
informed when next speaking with you. The
people who work at the facility during the interviews are typically different from the supervision
staff, so you need to talk to the supervisors later
on, too. Try not to surprise them a day or two

OF

_____ Ask for transportation.
_____ Tell facility staff if you will need
assistance between groups.
_____ Inform facility staff about any latearrival policies.
_____ Hungry? Let the facility staff know
to pack you a to-go bag.
_____ Partner with your facility.

AFTER
_____ Provide feedback on respondents.
_____ Discuss any shipping needs.
_____ Address any issues that may have arisen.
_____ Show appreciation.
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Take advantage of your
facility staff’s knowledge of
the market, their opinion
of your screener and their
observation of participants
as they arrive. Facility staff
members are on the frontlines of the research process,
so trust them to know what
is going on around them on
their home turf.

C O N T I N U E D Fieldwork Basics: Tips from Both Sides of the Mirror

Like any successful relationship, successful qualitative
research comes down to efficient communication. As
moderators, we should be encouraged to remember the
“C” in QRC — that, as consultants, we sometimes have
the uncomfortable job of strongly encouraging clients to
discuss and make decisions ahead of time, even if they
do not yet seem relevant.
later with complaints that could have been
remedied if only they had known. And the
facility will think you are happy if you do not
say otherwise.
• Show appreciation. Again, the facility’s staff
members want to please you and to ensure
you are happy with your project’s success. We
ask them to jump through a lot of last-minute
hoops, and at the end of a long night, a thank
you goes quite a long way. After all, where
would we be without them and their amazing
hoop-jumping abilities?

relevant and to act as liaison between our clients
and our field services.
So, now that you are armed with these tips
from life on both sides of the mirror, let’s liaise!
And if you keep this checklist of tips in your
travel bag right next to your directory of local
QRCs, then you should be well equipped indeed
to keep many issues from arising, keep any stress
fissures from forming and keep everyone who is
not specifically “in the biz” thinking that what
we do is just as simple as we make it seem.

Like any successful relationship, successful qualitative
research comes down to efficient
communication. No one can
expect a partner to meet and
exceed any and all expectations
without first clearly stating what
those expectations are. Sometimes, moderators think the field
service knows. Sometimes, the
field-service staff members
assume that the moderator
will tell them what he or she
needs and not bother to ask.
Sometimes, our clients do not
realize how important it is to
get all this information ahead
of time, so they are quick to
say, “We’ll just take care of
all of that when we get there.”
Perhaps we should be encouraged as moderators to remember
the “C” in QRC —that, as consultants, we sometimes have the
uncomfortable job of strongly
encouraging clients to discuss
and make decisions about transportation, food and concept
shipping ahead of time, even if
they do not yet seem relevant.
It is our job to know that it is
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BY MONICA ZINCHIAK
Z. Research Services • San Diego, California • Monica@zresearchservices.com
the nearly 25 billion dollars spent on
qualitative market research in North
America and Europe (reported by ESOMAR
Global Market Research Study 2009), as much as
3% to 5% of that is spent for online qualitative
research, mainly chat groups and bulletin boards,
according to representatives from two of the major
players in the business, Itracks International and
20/20 Research, respectively. It finally appears
that resistance, from all angles, to these online
methodologies has been overcome, making way for
the next generation of online qualitative methods
like online community groups, blog monitoring
and text-mining.
The increase in online focus group research
appears to have stabilized now, which is nothing
but good news for those researchers who have
waited for industry-wide acceptance. Some of you
have waited for what you feel is real innovation
in online tools — instruments that more closely
resemble the in-person activities with which you are
familiar. We are there. And some of you have told
me that you are finally being pushed into using
online by client requests or the unkindness of the
economy. Whatever the reason, more researchers
than ever are seeking to learn how to successfully
execute their first online study.
Here is a list of suggestions for making your first
(or next) online focus group study run smoothly,
whether that is a chat group, a bulletin-board
discussion or an online immersion study. These
items speak generally to recruitment best practices
and knowing the software capabilities of the online
focus group provider in order to help you set up
for success and help respondents avoid frustration.
However, these items do not offer direction on
how to successfully moderate online focus group
sessions, since this is highly dependent on the style
of the moderator and/or goals of the study.

Of

The increase in online
focus group research
appears to have stabilized
now, which is nothing
but good news for those
researchers who have
waited for industry-wide
acceptance.

1. Choose your recruitment source
thoughtfully.
Probably the most notable improvement to online
research is the better availability of panels and
quality sample suppliers for recruiting online qualitative studies. It is advisable to look for validated
panels/databases to ensure that the sample is clean
and up to date and that the respondents have opted
in to participate in market research (given their
permission). Many suppliers will also let you query
their panel/database in advance of contracting
them. This can be helpful to (1) identify the
number of potential qualified respondents in
their database (especially important for hard-toreach segments), (2) identify sub-segments of
interest or (3) collaborate with the recruiter in
how to select your final participants. A recruiter
who is familiar and experienced with recruiting
for online qualitative studies can provide good
direction to the potential respondents about the
methodology and their expected commitment.

2. Evaluate the respondent’s comfort level.
Adding a screener question asking how familiar
and/or comfortable the respondent is with chat
rooms and/or discussion boards will help you
screen out respondents who may not perform as
well in the group. Similarly, understanding what
tasks or activities the respondent regularly conducts on the internet may help you, too; things
like sharing photos, using social-networking sites,
blogging, instant messaging, participating in fantasy sports leagues, etc., are all helpful to know.
If screening will be conducted electronically, via
email or survey tool, I suggest adding an articulation question to evaluate the respondents’
ability to express themselves in writing. Internet
penetration is reported to exceed 70% in the
U.S., but you cannot assume that respondents
have participated in these types of research
methods nor that they feel comfortable with
these types of online communication.

3. Over-recruit by at least 25%.
Show rates for online focus groups can be unpredictable. Consumer-type respondents tend to more
easily forget or blow off their commitment to
participate than B2B recruits. Technical problems
such as interrupted internet service can also affect
the show rate. Client-provided lists have been
hit-or-miss for me in the past, so I might even
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Adding a screener
question asking
how familiar and/
or comfortable
the respondent is
with chat rooms
and/or discussion
boards will help
you screen out
respondents
who may not
perform as well
in the group.
suggest you add a couple of
extra respondents to your
group to cover no-shows or
attrition. It is always easier to
dismiss individuals than fall
short for your client.

4. Keep respondent email
invitations to the point.
Some vendors offer preloaded
invitation scripts that your
respondents may interpret as
long and impersonal. Using a
shorter script and more casual
language, without losing any
of the vital details or login information, can feel more welcoming
and less intimidating. Shorter
invitations will more likely be
read in their entirety, as opposed
to respondents just skimming
over a longer email and missing
something important. This is
also works well for the invitation to complete the screener.

5. Make the email
invitation more personal.
Some vendors allow you to use
any of the user ID fields when
setting up your invitation. If
the respondent’s screen name
(display name or handle) for the

C O N T I N U E D A Baker’s Dozen... 13 Ways to Facilitate Your Online Research
group is his or her nickname, it may be more fun
for the respondent to receive a personalized invitation. This may also help circumvent the misinterpretation of this invite as spam or junk mail.

6. Inform the respondents as to where
the email is coming from.
All of the vendors have some universal broadcast feature for pushing out emails to all the
respondents at once. However, these emails may
be filtered as spam by the respondent’s email
provider, company server or the email software
program, which will cause the respondent to miss
your correspondence or report not receiving it. So
it is important to let respondents know exactly
who the email is coming from (name and suffix)
and remind them to check their junk email folder.
A couple of vendors now offer text-messaging
tools to communicate with or remind respondents. The same advice applies; inform them so
they recognize the incoming text.

7. Provide the recruiter with user
login information.
Respondents’ point of contact is the recruiter,
not the moderator. Even if you handle the initial
distribution of the login information (URL to access
the group, user ID and password), respondents
will first turn to the recruiter if they lose these
items. If the recruiter does not have this information, you may see a flurry of emails or phone
calls the day your group begins, asking you to
resend emails to individual respondents who have
misplaced their login information. Providing a
master sheet with these items — website address
for login, unique user ID and unique password for
each respondent — will save you, the recruiter
and the respondent aggravation.

9. Remind respondents to turn off their
pop-up blockers.
If you are going to launch stimuli in a new window
during your group, it will likely be blocked by the
respondent’s pop-up blocker (if it is enabled).
Reminding respondents in the invitation to disable
their pop-up blocking software prior to the start
of the group will help the session run smoothly. On
most browser software, pop-up blocker controls
are usually found in the Tools drop-down menu.
Similarly, firewall or browser-protection software
may affect the respondents’ experience by blocking
the website content (e.g., pop-up windows).
I also remind my client observers about firewall
restrictions that may affect their computer if they
are accessing the group from their company computers or servers. Most will not have a problem,
but if they do, vendors have a solution such as
an alternate login that overcomes this issue.

8. Confirm respondents by telephone.

10. Be conscious of stimuli
requirements and limitations.

It will be more difficult for respondents to dismiss
their commitment if they have verbally promised
to participate. I often use this task to make my first
real connection and build rapport with the respondents, which carries forward into my online groups.
You can use this opportunity to make sure they
have received their invitation and have tested to
see if their passwords are working correctly.
This is also a good time to answer any outstanding questions that respondents may have
about the study or logistics and to confirm that
the research project is legitimate. Do not assume
that the recruitment firm will confirm by phone;
you will have to ask for this specifically and may
pay an additional fee for this task. A good idea is
to make the reminder call within 24–48 hours of
delivery of the email invitation.

Image size, clarity, video length, resolution
expectations, etc., are all items that should be
communicated to the provider of the stimuli (i.e.,
ad agency, designer, end-client, etc.) in order to
avoid problems for respondent viewing. As a
general rule, to maintain proper fitting in most
vendor whiteboard areas, static image size should
not exceed 600 x 800 pixels and no larger than
500 kb. JPG files for photo images will display
the best quality and require no special software
for the respondent to view.
Client videos should remain as secure as possible, so I highly recommend using the vendor’s
server to house them (at least this way they are
password protected). A good general guideline
is that original videos should not exceed 30–40
megabytes; otherwise, you risk problems. Using
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If you are going to show a
video during the group, it
is a good idea to have the
respondents test their
media player in advance.
Some vendors can provide
you a URL that links to a
test video.
a vendor that will convert your videos to Adobe
Flash files will ensure that respondents have no
problem viewing them, sort of like YouTube
videos. It is always advisable, however, to check
with the vendor to understand how best to display
your video content.
Sometimes the agency or client may want to
maintain control of the video and ask you to
direct respondents to their FTP site or web page
to view. This will work for most respondents
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as long as the format for viewing is one of the
common media players mentioned below and
does not require yet another password to access.

11. Provide a link for respondents to
test their media player.
If you are going to show a video during the group,
it is a good idea to have the respondents test
their media player in advance. Some vendors can
provide you a URL that links to a test video. If
the respondents cannot view the video, be sure
to provide links to download the latest versions of
Adobe Flash, Windows Media Player or QuickTime
(three of the most commonly used media forms,
and all are free). Keep in mind, higher-quality
videos coupled with respondent’s connection speed
may affect smooth viewing if hosted somewhere
other than the vendor’s server. Screening the
respondent for broadband access is advisable if
you will be displaying video content.

12. Create stimuli in HTML.
If you are in charge of putting together some of
the stimuli for the group (such as reproducing

concept statements) or if you are
creating a projective exercise,
it is almost always best to use
HTML language and settings.
This will provide exhibits that
are the sharpest text for respondents to read and will auto-fit to
their screen size. This is relatively
easy, and you don’t need to be
a programmer to do it; MSWord
allows you to save a version of
your document as a HTML file.
Another note: it is prudent to
test viewing your stimuli from
different computers and browsers
(Mozilla, Explorer, Mac vs. PC)
prior to the session to check for
viewing problems that respondents may experience.

13. Utilize tutorials or
tech support provided
by the vendor.
Some vendor’s tech support can
help you prior to the session by
briefly giving the respondents a
website tutorial or by answering
their questions. Encourage
respondents to be curious and
explore these options. This can
be helpful for those who have
never participated in the particular environment you have
chosen. Respondent tasks like
posting comments will be easier
than some assignments, such as
uploading photos, and can be
very different from vendor to
vendor. I also conduct a demo
with my clients to ensure their
comfort and familiarity with the
environment and garner their
engagement during the study.
There you go — more than
a dozen little tips! Keep these
items in mind when you embark
upon your next online focus
group project. You may use all
or only one of these suggestions,
but if it saves you some time or
saves your respondents some
confusion, then your project
will run more smoothly.

• TECH TALK •

BY AMY SAVIN
Wishful Thinking • Chicago, IL • amy@wishthink.com
nline qualitative research methodologies are very powerful. Before long,
clients will expect them to be an integral part of every QRC’s research toolkit.
Therefore, it is critical that you begin to develop online research skills as
soon as possible.
At first glance, the world of online research can be intimidating. It is complex,
diverse and constantly changing. Online research involves a variety of methodologies, each of which offers different benefits for different situations.
Because these techniques are somewhat complex, it is risky to attempt to apply
them for the first time on a client project. Fortunately, there are a variety of ways
to build your online research skills while minimizing risks to your reputation
and the trust of your clients.

O
At first glance,
the world of online
research can be
intimidating. It is
complex, diverse
and constantly
changing. Online
research involves
a variety of
methodologies,
each of which
offers different
benefits for
different
situations.
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Listen to the Experts
A great first step is to find out what experts say about online qualitative research.
One way to do this is to read trade magazines such as QRCA VIEWS and Quirks.

These magazines provide articles by leadingedge online practitioners, and they are a great
way to get an introduction to the topic.
Another option is to attend online research
sessions at the annual QRCA national conference.
The 2009 conference offered many online research
sessions, which ranged from introductory to
advanced. Transcripts of these sessions are available for purchase (http://www.QRCA.org). And,
given the rapid evolution of online techniques, the
October 2010 conference in Philadelphia is sure
to include a whole new generation of online tools.

Participate in a Product Demonstration
Another easy way to learn the basics of online
research is to participate in a webinar demonstration of the commercially available platforms.
Most platform providers offer online product
demonstrations. Some offer regularly scheduled
introductory demos, as well as more advanced
classes or information sessions. The introductory
demonstrations are a great way to witness the
breadth of functionality offered by these platforms.
The more advanced classes offer opportunities
to delve into a specific technique and to see how
other QRCs are using the tools. You can register
for these webinars on the providers’ websites.
Some use their real-time platforms as the demo
tool so it gives you a chance to see it in action.
Some of the companies that offer demonstrations include the following.

Platform

URL

20/20 Research

2020research.com

Artafact

artafact.net

Channel M2

channelm2.com

Civicom

civi.com

Focus Forum

focusforums.net

InsideHeads

insideheads.com

Itracks

itracks.com

QualVu

qualvu.com

Revelation

revelationglobal.com

Take a Class
Another great way to get comfortable with online
research is to take a class. Although neither of the
two well-known market research training firms
currently offers classes in online qualitative
research, two independent QRCs together offer
a class on how to design, manage and moderate
both real-time and bulletin board focus groups
(http://onlinemoderator.com).

Partner with an Experienced Online QRC
For your first foray into online qualitative, you
might also consider partnering with experienced
online QRCs. Partnering can be a fun and productive way to ensure high project quality while
learning key online skills. Collaboration is easy
since geographic proximity is unnecessary.
Working with an experienced online QRC will
help you to both execute the project and judge
the best online methodology to recommend. For
example, discerning the value of an online “ethnographic” approach versus an asynchronous bulletin
board is difficult without the benefit of experience.
In addition, the choice of platforms can be complicated. Each of the discussion boards and realtime focus group platforms are quite different from
each other in major and minor ways. Something as
simple as anticipating that a platform’s whiteboard
works significantly better with landscape versus
portrait stimuli is critical to know in advance of
selecting that platform for concept testing.
Such partnerships can take many forms. One
option is to simply subcontract the entire online
piece of the project and observe. Another option is
to work closely with the online QRC and collaborate on every step. A third option is to simply jump
in and take the lead on a project, asking an experienced online QRC for advice and coaching along
the way. However the partnership is structured,
you can learn a valuable new skill set while
ensuring your client is receiving the highestquality research.

Complete a Pro Bono Project
Once you are ready to complete a project on your
own, consider beginning with a “low-stress” pro
bono project. If you are involved with a charity
or non-profit organization, you can simply offer
your services for free to the organization. The
organization can pay your out-of-pocket costs, or
you can simply absorb these costs as a donation.
Some QRCs have found partners to donate recruiting services for pro bono work. Also, some of the
online providers will donate software use for pro

You might also consider
partnering with experienced
online QRCs for your first
foray into online qualitative.
Partnering can be a fun and
productive way to ensure
high project quality while
learning key online skills.
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bono projects, making it even more cost-effective
for the non-profit.
One challenging aspect of completing a pro
bono project for a non-profit is managing the
incentive. Some charity organizations oppose paying gratuities to participants because they feel that
participants should be willing to donate their time
for the good of the organization. However, not
paying an incentive could skew the types of people
that are willing to participate and, hence, bias
the discussion.
You may also consider collaborating with several
other QRCs on pro bono projects. The QRCA
Forum (http://forum.qrca.org) is a great place to
find others with similar interests who may bring
complementary skills to the project.

The longer a QRC waits to
get started in the field, the
more complicated it will
have become.
Convert Part of a Face-to-Face Project
Another way to get started with your initial online
project is to substitute a portion of a face-to-face

project with an online component. For example,
instead of completing nine focus groups, you can
recommend three focus groups and an online discussion board. The three focus groups will initiate
and ground the project, and the online discussion
board can deepen the knowledge and expand the
respondent mix geographically.
Another example would be to replace fifteen
ethnographies with four in-person ethnographies
followed by eleven online ethnographies. A client
may be willing to experiment along with a trusted
QRC and try a technique that is reputed to be
powerful at getting great insights and reducing
travel time and expense.

Conclusion
The world of online research is changing rapidly.
These techniques will continue to evolve to enable
QRCs to provide clients with superior research at
comparable, if not reduced, costs. The longer a
QRC waits to get started in the field, the more
complicated it will have become. There are many
ways to get started. The key is to get started. Don’t
be discouraged. Your instincts and skills for inperson research are directly transferable to online
qualitative. Therefore, a great in-person QRC is
very likely to become a great online QRC!

COMMON ONLINE TECHNIQUES
Technique

Timing (typically)

Simplified* description of the technique

Discussion boards

Asynchronous

A threaded discussion with the QRC posting questions
periodically for the respondents to answer. QRC probes,
and respondents interact.

Focus groups

Synchronous

A live chat with a moderator and typically 3–5 respondents using webcams and telephones. QRC poses questions verbally or by typing, and the respondents can
see each other’s faces.

Immersive
research

Asynchronous
or synchronous

One-on-one discussions either via chat, via real-time
webcams or via videotaped discussions. It is often used
to get ethnographic insights over time.

Online
communities

Asynchronous

A private blog or discussion, usually over a longer
period of time, involving groups of consumers with a
common interest. Respondents typically invest time
in creating homepages and sharing deeper stories
about their lives. QRC poses fewer questions and
observes spontaneous interactions.

Mobile research

Asynchronous

Using texting and/or telephone messaging to send and/
or receive in-the-moment questions and answers to
respondents periodically during a day.

* These descriptions are highly simplified and miss the full range of ways these techniques can be used.
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T

hink back over the past year. Have you
experienced any client situations that were
a surprise? Common problems with clients
can include: project derailment due to unrealistic
client expectations; failure to receive payment for
work performed; and over-billing and/or underdelivering by subcontractors. Using a few tips from
this article can help prevent problems and improve
client relationships.
The principles of contracting discussed below
apply equally to contracts, proposals or other ways
of engaging in client projects (such as email confirmations). The goal is clarity and mutual
understanding so that there are no surprises. To
accomplish this, you do not need lots of legalese;
clear, ordinary language will do the job. Clearly
defining your terms for doing business can save
you many headaches.
Whichever side of the business relationship
you are on — whether you are hiring contractors
or working as a subcontractor — a well-written
contract or proposal helps you reduce risks and
avoid legal pitfalls.

Elements of an Effective
Project Contract or Proposal
Whether you are working as a contractor on a
short-term assignment or hiring subcontractors
for a specific project, it is important to have an
agreement in writing, which helps to clarify expectations and minimize the risks. But, do not just
sign a contract presented to you — read it carefully.
A badly written contract, or one that you do not
understand, can hurt you.
The contracting process is actually a great
opportunity to better understand your client’s
business and the issues that the client faces. So,
time spent in the contract-review process can be
a good investment. In addition to clearly defining
the current project, it helps you communicate your
capabilities and reach a “meeting of the minds”
with your client, thereby strengthening your
relationship. This can lead to additional projects.
A good contract or proposal clearly explains
what each party expects to give and get, and what
happens if one party fails to perform. A wellwritten contract also increases the chances that
you will be paid for the work that you perform.
Your agreement needs to specify the scope of work
and be clear that you will be further compensated
for additional work, since projects have a way
of expanding in scope. So, beware of “flat fee”

projects. My suggestion for flat-fee projects is
to carefully define the scope of Phase 1, so that
when additional work (inevitably) creeps in, you
can respond that it is outside the scope of Phase
1 and can be part of Phase 2. That way, you
position yourself to be paid for that work, in
addition to the flat fee.
It is also a good idea to discuss how you will
handle changes that may be necessary as the project
evolves. The contract should be clear about the
deliverables. For example, are you expected to
produce a formal report or just a summary of
your findings?
Key contract issues include:
• Are the scope of work and expectations
clearly defined?
• Are the deliverables specified?
• Do the tasks have dependencies?
• What is the change process?
• Are the billing and payment terms explicit?
• Are there additional restrictions?
• What are the details on non-compete/
non-solicitation?
• How is confidentiality defined?
• Who has ownership of intellectual property?
• Is there a process for dispute resolution?

Negotiating Terms
You need to negotiate terms that are not in your
favor. Negotiating a contract or final proposal is
not as scary as it sounds. In the negotiating process,
it is important to focus on the problem that the
client wants solved and the outcome desired. When
you understand the client’s goals and constraints,
it becomes easier to find tradeoffs and winwin alternatives.
For example, if the client is offering a low price
for the work, rather than argue about price directly,
try to reframe the conversation about the critical
issues to the client. If quick turnaround is more
important than quantity of data, you could
respond, “I am not sure how long it will take my
recruiter to schedule 20 rheumatoid specialists in
rural Wisconsin. Can we change the contract to
indicate the focus group dates run from the date
that happens?” Or, “Could we reduce the number
of respondents to complete the project more
quickly?” Or, “If this is more than you customarily
pay, we can alter the scope of work to match
your budget.”
Give yourself some room to maneuver. People
often expect to negotiate. If price is the sticking
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CHECKLIST FOR CONTRACT REVIEW
When you receive a contract from a prospective client or for a contractor role, you will want to
read it carefully. Sometimes, the legal boilerplate is dense and difficult to read, so keep a checklist
handy to make sure the key points are clear. Your checklist should cover these issues:

• Who are the parties?
The agreement should clearly identify the
name, entity, address and jurisdiction of
the parties.

• What is the purpose
of the agreement?
The agreement should specify the scope of
work. Does it clearly define deliverables and
payment terms? How are changes handled?
Does it reference any other agreements?

• What information is confidential?
Confidential information is usually broadly
defined to include “any and all information…
whether oral or in writing.” It is important
that information be marked “confidential”
and that oral disclosures are reduced
to writing and marked confidential in
a timely manner.

• What is the term of the agreement?
How long is the agreement effective?
Or, is it of indefinite duration?

• What are the termination provisions?
How is the agreement terminated? What
are the payment terms, in the event of
termination? How is the confidential
information handled in the event of
termination?

• What does it say about
intellectual property rights?
Be careful of broad language. You do not
want to give away rights to any prior works
or your underlying methods and tools.

• Are there restrictions on other work?
Be careful about restrictions. I usually
recommend adding that "nothing in this
agreement precludes the other party from
performing similar services for other
companies as long as s/he does not use
the client’s confidential information.”
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• Is the existence of the
agreement confidential?
Sometimes the agreement specifies that
neither party shall make any public
announcement or disclosure of this
agreement without the prior written
consent of the other party.

• Are there any warranties?
Be careful about including warranties. I
usually recommend adding language that
the researcher will rely on the accuracy of
the information provided by the client and
that the work will be performed consistent
with industry standards, but that there are
no other warranties.

• What happens in the
event of breach?
Unfortunately, for most business disputes,
going to court is not an effective remedy
because it is costly and the outcome is
unpredictable. For business disputes,
mediation and arbitration before a neutral
party experienced in business matters is
a faster and more cost-effective way to
resolve disputes.

• Governing laws and jurisdiction?
If both parties are located in the same
state, the choice of law and the location
for the dispute resolution proceeding is
easy. Frequently, however, the parties are
located in different states or countries,
and hence it can be contentious which law
applies. To prevent one party from having
the “home-court advantage,” I recommend
a “mutually inconvenient” location that
is business friendly, such as Delaware or
the Netherlands.

C O N T I N U E D Contracts & Contractors...
point, look for creative ways to
change some other term that helps
you (or the client) reduce another
expense. If the hourly rate is an
issue, ask for something else, such
as expense reimbursement. Or, if
you can work at home, this reduces
your commuting expenses, making
a lower hourly rate potentially more
acceptable to you. Or, perhaps you
can eliminate the requirement for a
formal report to keep the cost within the client’s budget without compromising the quality of your work.
Know when “the deal” is a bad
deal for you, and be prepared to
walk away from it. Don’t agree to
something you know is going to
carry too large a cost for you, either
in dollars or in lost opportunity.
Also, be sure to avoid these
contract situations:
• Broad non-compete and nonsolicitation provisions. These
provisions can seriously limit your
future employment options. Try
to narrow the scope of the restrictions to project- or technologyspecific confidential information
or customers.
• “Unwritten” provisions or verbal
assurances. Verbal assurances (for
example, that a clause or provision will never be enforced)
should send up a yellow (or red!)
flag. If something will not be
enforced, then it does not need
to be in the contract. If it does
apply, it should be included.
• Broad language concerning ownership of intellectual property. It is
reasonable for the client to own
the data, since the client is paying
for the research. You will want to
be sure, however, that you retain
rights in your methods and tools.
You may also want to reserve the
rights to use the information for
other purposes as long as the
client’s confidential information
is not disclosed.
Bottom line, it is good business
practice to have a written agreement
for every project, even if it is just an
email confirming your conversation.
Being clear about billing and payment
terms, the project scope, milestones

It is good business practice to have a written agreement for every project, even if it’s just an email
confirming your conversation. Being clear about
billing and payment terms, the project scope,
milestones and completion criteria can save you
from a “misunderstanding” and lots of headaches.

Contracts & Contractors... C O N T I N U E D
and completion criteria can save you from a
“misunderstanding” and lots of headaches.
It is also wise to include a provision to mediate
any disputes that may arise. Mediation is faster
and much less expensive than litigation.

Hiring the Project Team —
Contractors or Employees?
It is cheaper to classify workers as contractors
rather than employees. When hiring contractors,
you do not have to withhold taxes, contribute to
unemployment compensation or provide worker’s
compensation or other benefits (such as health
insurance). Contractors are responsible for paying
their own taxes; you simply send each contractor
a Form 1099 showing his or her earnings.
If you hire employees, you incur tax and compliance costs. Payroll-compliance requirements
add cost and complexity to your business. This
can put you at a significant cost disadvantage
when competing against companies that do not
play by the rules.
If you use subcontractors on your projects,
you need to show that the person is really in his
or her own independent business. Distinguishing
independent contractors from employees includes
meeting these three criteria:
1. Freedom from Control (you don’t control the
contractor’s schedule). “Services performed are
free from the employer’s control or direction.”
Example: An independent contractor completes
the job using his or her own approach with
little direction and dictates the hours that he
or she will work on the job.
2. Service Is Outside the Usual Course of the
Employer’s Business (you don’t perform the
same services in your business).
“Services performed do not form a regular and
continuing part of the employer’s business.”
Example: In one small-town newspaper, carriers
were performing the “usual course of business”
for the Athol Daily News, while the individuals
doing landscaping in front of the Athol Daily
News were performing services outside the usual
course of business. The landscapers were legally
contractors because they were in an independent

business, and the news carriers were deemed
employees because their work was mainstream
to the newspaper business.
3. Independent Trade, Occupation or Business
(your contractor has his/her own business).
“Individual is customarily engaged in an
independently established trade, occupation,
profession or business of the same nature as
that involved in the service provided.”
Example: Is the worker dependent on only one
employer? Or does the worker perform services
“of the same nature” for multiple employers?
Requiring contractors to set up LLCs or SCorporations is not a safe harbor. Many companies
think that requiring contractors to set up LLCs or
S-Corps protects them from the misclassification
issue. This has been challenged, and some jurisdictions will enforce the law against employers
that “allow, request or contract with corporate
entities such as LLCs or S-Corps that exist for
the purpose of avoiding the Law.”
To classify a worker as a contractor, the key
question is: Is your contractor “wearing the hat
of an employee” or “wearing the hat of his/her
own independent enterprise”?
The penalties for misclassification of workers
as contractors are severe. The Internal Revenue
Service provides extensive information about
classifying workers as employees or contactors.
See: http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/fss8.pdf. You
can even ask the IRS for a determination of worker
classification by filing for SS-8.
By documenting the terms of your contractor
relationship in a contract, you reduce your risks
of misclassification. Your agreements with your
contractors should make it clear that:
• He/she is in his/her own business.
• The work is on a project-by-project basis.
• Invoices are required for work performed
(not just time sheets).
• Contractor sets his/her own schedule, uses
own tools, etc.
In conclusion, when used effectively, contracts
protect your interests and facilitate business
transactions. The principles of contracts apply
to both the contractor and subcontractor roles.
So, put contracts in your business toolbox, and
you will reduce your risks!
For purposes of this article, the terms contractor
and subcontractor are used interchangeably to
identify people who work on a project-by-project
basis rather than as employees. Also, this information is intended as a broad overview and should
not be construed as legal advice.
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MarketVision Research • Cincinnati, OH •
mjcarlon@mac.com

We

can all learn a thing or two from our children, even when we are
most annoyed by them. My wife and I are the proud parents of
seven-year-old triplets, and we are certainly blessed to have them in our lives.
However, that does not mean they don’t “test” us from time to time. Have
you ever noticed that kids have selective hearing? They can be so wrapped up
in what they are doing that, when you call them to the table for dinner, they
simply do not come. Do they not care? Are they simply not hungry? No! They
simply CAN’T hear us because they are so caught up in what they are doing,
nothing else matters. They are not reflecting on the past, and they are not
contemplating the future. Instead, they are living in the present. While this is
frustrating to us as parents, we can reframe this as an opportunity to learn
from our kids.
As a QRC, I am constantly either living in the past (writing a report on
groups previously conducted) or looking towards the future (writing proposals,
cultivating client relationships, seeking new business opportunities, etc.). Rarely
do I stop to live in the moment. There, of course, is a danger inherent here
for QRCs: while moderating groups, if we are worried about the report we
have to write, we will divert energy away from listening to our participants.
At RIVA, I was taught to moderate without a pen or notebook. Perhaps this
year, as a New Year’s resolution, I will put into action the advice the late Frank
Kennedy, my RIVA trainer, taught me: “Listen now and write later.” (If Frank
knew I took notes in many of my sessions, he would no doubt deem me
a “flunky.”)
That said, at this very moment I find myself in the den of our home with a
glass of red wine as my only company; Mike, Merlot and a Mac, a dangerous
combination! Since these moments of reflection are few and far between, I
thought I would take a few minutes to share three things that get in the way
of a QRC’s ability to live in the present while conducting a consumer interview.
Ironically, I have to reflect on the past in order to find hurdles that prevent
me from living in the future; cue Alanis Morissette.
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If we can get past airport
security with our sanity
intact, we have a higher
probability of being able
conduct our sessions in
a “present” mindset.
TRAVEL
The mere act of getting to where we need to be is
likely the number one hurdle we need to jump in
order to conduct a session “in the present.” A
long and slow-moving line through security is
enough to frazzle someone as cool as The Fonz.
Whose smiling faces do we see at the end of the
line? That’s right, the faces of the blue-shirt-andblack-pants-wearing TSA agents. These are people
who actually have to fail a personality test in order
to be employed and who must have been trained
by the same people who train DOT workers on
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the highway; there are always an abundant
amount of blue shirts standing around and only
one or two lanes for security open. That said, if
we can get past airport security with our sanity
intact, we have a higher probability of being
able conduct our sessions in a “present” mindset.

FAMILY
For me, 2009 will be remembered as the year
when my children not only learned how to
use a telephone but also memorized my cellphone number. My kids do not understand why
daddy has to leave home all the time. As a
result, they call me to tell me about their day
and, of course, to rat each other out on things
that their siblings should not have done (my
son’s nickname is Sammy the Bull). My wife,
on the other hand, likes to call me right before
my groups start to discuss issues that only arise
when I am 3,000 miles away, such a tweeting
sound coming from her car or a clogged toilet.
If we as QRCs can jump these hurdles placed
by our family without losing our mojo, we are

C O N T I N U E D Six Strategies for Moderating in the Present

Getting to the airport 90 minutes before your departure time
for domestic flights, versus the 60 minutes that most airlines recommend, can make all the difference in the world.
more likely able to conduct our interviews in a
“present” mindset.

(I like to go with something inspiring such as Mike
is at T5 in JFK. Ever wonder if a TSA agent could
get hired at Wendy’s?)

CLIENTS
Ahh, yes, clients — those people who pay us to
do what we love (albeit on net 45 or 60 terms
these days). Just when we thought we had all
the final stimuli we needed and the flow of the
discussion locked down, the rulers of Client
Land decide to change something up. The culprit
is likely either the senior person who was not
involved in the early calls, the junior-level associate
fresh out of an MBA program eager to add value
or the agency planner looking to justify a retainer.
As a result, we often find ourselves scrambling
before (and in between) sessions to get everything shipshape (even though, at the end of the
night, we want to throw our clients overboard).
If we can handle our finicky clients with grace
under pressure, we are more likely to be able to
conduct our interviews in a “present” mindset.

“IN THE PRESENT” STRATEGIES
While the aforementioned late Frank Kennedy
gave me some great advice on how to improve
my moderating skills, he never taught me how
to deal with the other realities of being a QRC.
As such, I would like to share some of the strategies I have adopted during my life as a QRC.

1
Get to the airport early.
I realize that this sounds overly simple, but
getting to the airport 90 minutes before your
departure time for domestic flights, versus the
60 minutes that most airlines recommend, can
make all the difference in the world. If you are
not worried about the potential of missing your
flight, you have a better chance of staying cool,
calm and collected as you move through security.
If the line is short or moves fast, hey, you just found
yourself some extra time to work on a report,
return some calls or update your Facebook status

2
Put your little ones on a phone schedule.
If you have little ones at home, set a fixed
schedule for when you will call them. This will
reinforce to them that you value your time with
them so much that you want to make it a “date”
to speak with them. This will also reduce their
temptation to call you with a tale such as, “So
and so bit me and then set Fluffy on fire.”

3
Leave a copy of your itinerary for your spouse.
If applicable, leave your spouse/partner with a
detailed copy of your schedule, including group
times and travel arrangements. I also find it
helpful to leave an up-to-date contact list
for those household “fields” that I typically
manage (the plumber, the oil company, the
mechanic, etc.). This will help reduce stress
should “emergencies” arise.

4
Put yourself in your spouse’s shoes.
Keep in mind that our QRC lifestyle has been
thrust upon those adults we share our lives with.
They may call at the end what might be a long
day (for us) to gripe about something that we
likely cannot resolve while on the road. Do not
be fooled; they realize this. Likely, they are
thrusting these issues upon us because they do
not want to feel as if they are going through
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Keep in mind that our QRC lifestyle has
been thrust upon those adults we share
our lives with. Try to “be there,” as much
as you can, for that person you left behind.

something alone. While it is tempting to take the “I can’t do anything
about that from California” stance,
take a deep breath and try to “be
there,” as much as you can, for that
person you left behind.

5
Cut your clients some slack.
With regards to those clients who
can never make up their minds,
realize that while some have crazy
demands, they are the reason we
can do what we love for a living.
We have the opportunity to reframe
these supposedly “problem” clients.
One strategy is to believe that such
clients are so engaged with what
we are doing that they care enough
to make the session as good as it
can be. As such, we may be better
able to see their more finicky
tendencies as proof of our own
industry’s importance.

6
Keep a handle on stimuli versions.
Finally, QRCs, remember that qualitative research is an iterative and
fluid process. As such, we should be
test-driving and tweaking ideas as
we gather feedback on them. Importantly, we must be ever so mindful
of version-control issues that are sure
to arise when stimuli are frequently
being changed (and drive us crazy.)

One thing that I, and other moderators I work with, do to control this
is to use one master Thumb Drive
for all stimuli and to employ a logical
naming convention for all files (i.e.
name_date_version#). This way, we
don’t have to worry about whether
or not we have the most up-to-date
version of stimuli on our computers.
We would not be able to moderate
in the present if such fear reared its
ugly head minutes before revealing
stimuli to a group. Note: this also
provides the opportunity to slap
your logo on a Thumb drive and
hand it out as a client gift.

CLOSING THOUGHTS
I spent one day in January shadowing a former colleague from Unilever
who is now a research director at a
large food-and-beverage company. I
met her at 8:30 in the morning, and
we were in back-to-back-to-back
corporate meetings where little, if
anything, got accomplished. I was
dizzy by the end of the day. This
experience reminded me why I
became a QRC and why I am thankful to my organization for giving
me the opportunity to do what I
love for a living. While there are
countless hurdles that get in the
way of our ability to “moderate in
the present,” there are also skills
we can learn to clear these hurdles.
I have discussed three hurdles and
six strategies in this article, but I
know there are more. Please feel
free to share your experiences and
advice on the QRCA Forum
message board.

• QRCA VIEWS PODCASTS •

ver the past two years, QRCA has brought
you more than a dozen podcasts of interviews
conducted by QRCA members with influential
leaders from qualitative research, strategic consulting, academia and other relevant fields. You
can listen to these interviews right on the
QRCA website as streaming audio, or you can
download the mp3 file to your laptop or portable player for listening on the go. You will
find the podcasts under the Publications link
at www.qrca.org.
Most recently, we added a new interview with
Jean D. Sifleet, Esq., CPA. Jean is the head of
the Business Practice Group law firm. With her
extensive business background, she provides
practical, outcome-focused advice to business
owners. Jean is the author of numerous articles
and several books, including Beyond 401(k)s for
Small Business Owners (Wiley 2004) and Advantage IP — Profit from Your Great Ideas (Infinity
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2006). By working with Jean and her colleagues,
owners of privately held companies receive a broad
range of services — from business formation
through ownership transition — with an emphasis on implementing smart business practices to
avoid problems and using legal strategies to protect their interests. Jean has extensive experience
with corporate, contract, intellectual property
(including copyrights, trademarks and licensing), employment and business succession (exit)
planning. She is interviewed here by QRCA
member Kay Correy Aubrey.
Find this informative podcast — as well
as interviews with Scott Berkun, Bill Buxton,
Stephen Covey, Paul Gillin, Judith Glaser,
Kenneth Gronbach, J. Robert Harris, Jackie
Huba and Ben McConnell, Andrew Kent, Jim
Loretta, Dr. G. Clotaire Rapaille, Dave Siegel,
Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin Koval, and
David Vinjamuri — all at www.qrca.org.

• BOOK REVIEWS •

Extraordinary Groups:
How Ordinary Teams Achieve Amazing Results
Geoffrey Bellman and Kathleen Ryan
Jossey-Bass

REVIEW BY LISA DESCHAMPS
Deschamps Market Research • Montreal, QC •
deschamps_lisa@yahoo.ca
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This speaks loudly to the human element of the
group experience.
Bellman and Ryan really embrace the human
side of groups and encourage us to let our heart
be part of the process in order to achieve truly
transformative group experiences. In fact, they
see it as a vital part of the process, as important
as engaging our head and logic. They point to the
way their subjects described their life-altering
experiences as evidence that their hearts were truly
involved: words like passion, enthusiasm and
emotional were often cited.

BON

ould you like to improve your team
dynamics at work, in your social life
or in your community? Extraordinary
Groups: How Ordinary Teams Achieve Amazing
Results will motivate you to do great things in
those groups to which you already belong, or to
create your own group to do so.
Authors Geoffrey Bellman and Kathleen Ryan
interviewed individuals from 60 groups who
described their group experience as amazing,
extraordinary or, quite simply, life-changing.
Excerpts from these interviews are used as illustrative examples throughout the book to support
the authors’ tested Group Needs model.
The book is divided into three parts:
• Part 1 is an overview of the importance of
groups in society, as well as a presentation of
what the authors consider to be indicators of
extraordinary groups.
• Part 2 focuses on the Group Needs model.
• Part 3, entitled “Sharing Leadership,” gives
us valuable lessons in applying what we have
learned in previous chapters, with a particular
emphasis on embracing group differences.
The authors note that the following eight key
indicators (which are fairly self-explanatory from
their names) appeared in most of the extraordinary groups they studied: a compelling purpose,
shared leadership, just-enough structure, full
engagement, embracing differences, unexpected
learning, strengthened relationships and great
results (both tangible and intangible).
In the first part of the book, the authors detail
each of these indicators. One very interesting point
about these indicators was that, in some cases
(where the tangible result was not achieved),
individuals still viewed the group as extraordinary
because it transformed them in a personal way.
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The Group Needs model is represented as a
triple, interlaced loop (see figure 1 above). Each
loop (Self, Group, World) represents two of the
core group needs that most individuals bring to
any group experience:
• The Self loop represents Acceptance of one’s
self in order to achieve one’s Potential.
• The Group loop represents forming a Bond
to achieve a common Purpose.
• The World loop represents understanding one’s
Reality, while collectively making an Impact.

The authors claim that transformation is most
likely to occur when two or more of these needs
are met within a group experience, ideally intersecting two loops (for example achieving one’s potential
while bonding through a common purpose). They
describe transformation as a “fundamental shift
in individual perception that accelerates behavior
change and personal vitality.” They emphasize that
transformation does not occur simultaneously for
all members of the group, but rather is a private
occurrence within each individual and results in
people feeling “changed, energized, connected
and hopeful,” the central feelings at the heart of
the Group Needs model.
What I loved most about this book is that
it relates so well to both our professional and
personal lives. Most of us are part of group
experiences on a daily basis and can usually recall
both positive and negative experiences among
them. The authors help us understand how we
can encourage positive group experiences that will
then be more likely to lead us towards transformation. They use real-life experiences from their
sample of 60 groups to illustrate these positive
experiences and to help clarify each of the sections
of the Group Needs model.

One chapter is devoted to each of the loops
of the model (Self, Group, World), explaining
in detail what the authors refer to as the
“creative dynamic” of each loop, or the “space”
between the two needs, the push and pull
that exists within us. Exercises are within
each chapter (and in some appendices) that
readers can do themselves or with groups, to
help get closer to achieving transformative
group experiences.
Reading this book reminded me of my experience at my first QRCA conference this past
October. As an independent market research
analyst, I had been on my own for several years,
mostly working independently. Going to my first
conference reminded me of how great it feels
to be part of a group. I consider that experience
as transformative for me. By the end of the
conference, I really felt a bond with my fellow
researchers, as we were united in the common
purpose of shared learning that will ultimately
help me achieve my potential in order to have
a positive impact on the qualitative research
world. No wonder I valued the experience
so much — it met four out of the six core
group needs.

Hutchins and Greg Stielstra, the two
authors of Faith-Based Marketing
— The Guide To Reaching 140
Million Christian Customers, are truly to be
commended for their workman-like efforts. Understanding the Christian consumer will certainly
result in many economic opportunities for both
large and small businesses, particularly in these
difficult economic times. The authors have compiled an incredible number of facts to stimulate
intelligent thinking related to the Christian consumer’s values and ethics. The book is probably
the most definitive review and discussion of the
attitudes and concerns of the Christian consumer
and should be viewed as a necessary read for
those who are trying to market products and
services to them.
The book consists of three parts. The first
part of the book introduces the reader to the
Christian consumer and is intended to provide
an understanding of who Christians are and
what they believe.
The second part of the book, entitled “How
to Market to Christians,” describes some of
the tactical strategies of promoting a company’s
products and services to this market. This section
is by far the most comprehensive, and it details
a series of insights that will significantly help

Bob

Faith-Based Marketing —
The Guide to Reaching
140 Million Christian Customers
Bob Hutchins and Greg Stielstra
Wiley
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businesses develop relationships with Christians
and more effectively market products and services
to this market segment. Each chapter contains case
studies and a number of real-life success stories
that make for worthy reading.
The last part of the book, “Key Resources For
Christian Markets,” contains an extensive listing
of contacts for marketing firms, public relation firms,
film and radio production companies, Christian
music events and what may be the largest database of churches, including the most innovative,
the fastest growing and the largest. It also contains a comprehensive listing of Christian music
stations, trade associations, trade media, magazines
and ministry organizations. The detailed index at
the end of the book helps readers maneuver their
way through the listings.
Purchasers of Faith-Based Marketing are entitled
to a free 90-day subscription to the book’s companion web site, www.faithbasedmarketing.com.
The authors state that their objective in writing
the book was to achieve a better understanding
between the non-Christian business community
and the Christian community, and I believe
they achieved this objective. The authors also
identified a number of misconceptions that nonChristians have about Christians and, in turn,
the misconceptions that Christians have about
non-Christians.
The authors have also identified the considerations that non-Christian businesses need to keep
in mind as they try to market to the Christian
customer. Understanding the Christian community
can often be achieved by interacting with the
church. For example, the authors cite the church’s
website as a source that identifies basic information about the activities and the needs/interests
of the church. They suggest that the website is an
excellent research resource to be explored before
spending on market research.
The authors point out the two statistics that
best explain the size of the Christian market:
77% of Americans (approximately 231 million)
consider themselves as Christians, and 40% to
45% (approximately 140 million) attend weekly
church services.
Faith-Based Marketing outlines many economic
opportunities for non-Christian businesses seeking to market their products and services to the
Christian customer. Winning over the Christian
consumer will require a major re-think of many
of the issues explored in the Hutchins and
Stielstra book. One obvious conclusion is that
faith-based marketing can be a win-win result
if the non-Christian company is smart enough
to recognize and act in a knowledgeable and
respectful manner.
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Honesty Sells:
How to Make More Money and
Increase Business Profits
Steven Gaffney and Colleen Francis
Wiley

R E V I E W B Y S U S A N S A U R A G E -A LT E N L O H
Saurage Research, Inc. •
Houston, TX •
ssaurage@SaurageResearch.com
ggressive cold-calling, slick sales presentations and manipulative closes: the
authors of this book suggest that these
are dated, insincere tricks, gimmicks and mind
games that fail nine times out of ten. As a fresh
alternative, Gaffney and Francis present methods
to create “immediate and lasting increases in
your sales by selling yourself and your products,
openly and honestly.” True to their claim, the
real-world concepts in this short, 200-page
book are effective and applicable to today’s
style of selling.
The 16 chapters outlining historic sales
infractions and new strategies are prefaced
with an introduction on why the reader should
consider yet another book on sales. (Are you
telling yourself as you read this review that you
are not in sales? Not so fast, fair reader.) The
key questions defined by the authors bear serious
consideration by anyone who is in some way
responsible for feeding the revenue pipeline.

A

CONTINUED

Consider the following — “Have you ever…
• Found yourself in a situation where a prospect
said one thing in a meeting and then did the
exact opposite of what he said he would do?
• Lost a sale without knowing why?
• Lost the business because you could never get
hold of the prospect again after the proposal
was sent or the presentation was completed?
• Had a client leave you for the competition
without telling you why or giving you a chance
to win them back?”
Since I (along with several peers whom I
queried) answered each of these queries with
a resounding “Yes,” and considering that the
authors promised to demonstrate an optimum
model of sales behavior that did not rely on
manipulative techniques, the book gained immediate value as a potential solution to a fairly
common problem. After all, most sales decisionmakers want field-tested ideas and strategies
that help build an open, honest and profitable
relationship with clients.
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Once the book secures your commitment to
read further, the authors deliver 10 monstrous
sales practices, called the “Top 10 Sales Hall of
Shame,” to the reader. You may be surprised at
how familiar many of these anecdotal, fascinating
and true accounts of poor salesmanship seem.
At this point, the authors explore myths that
salespeople hold about honest sales practices and
how those errant beliefs drive ineffective sales
processes. One particularly interesting discussion
addresses the reasons that clients lie to salespeople — to avoid an annoying sales pitch, to
protect themselves from persistent follow-ups,
to avoid pressure to decide, to protect their
reputations/budgets/time/jobs, even as a preemptive strike against salespeople, all of whom
are likely liars — thus revealing opportunities
for honest salespeople. While dishonesty breeds
dishonesty, honesty breeds honesty. And that is
one of the key points of this text.
Great sections for the reader to revisit abound.
One chapter offers 16 terrific tips on how to
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ensure that your prospect pipeline is always full
— a great list for anyone (independent or sales
management) responsible for closing sales and
directing revenue to the business. Another
chapter addresses the seven hidden costs of
communications breakdowns, forcing the reader
to address the validity of his/her own self-talk,
as well as strategies employed to share information with clients. A third chapter focuses
on dangerous assumptions and outlines very
specific techniques to address (and change)
those assumptions.
Exciting takeaways in this book are highlighted by the actual tools it provides the reader:
• Specific, on-target questions to ask the client
when a project does not sell.
• Voice messages (the first callback, the follow-up
call and the final try) to leave for a prospect
that is not taking your calls.

• Words, phrases and actions associated with
successful acknowledgement of a client’s
concerns, issues or needs.
• Three simple questions to use in reframing a
proposal to ensure the client’s interests are
always at the forefront.
• Notes, gifts, letters and recognitions that
reinforce how the client views the salesperson,
without being gimmicky.
• Questions to ask a client who seems to be
untruthful or reluctant to share.
All of the suggestions in the book are based
on being non-threatening, honest and friendly
— essential attributes of a successful salesperson. If you want to develop trusted, longterm, value-based relationships with your
clients while maintaining consistent profit for
your firm and theirs, you will enjoy reading
Honesty Sells.

Strategic Project Management Made Simple:
Practical Tools for Leaders and Teams
Terry Schmidt
Wiley

R E V I E W B Y C R I S B A I N -B O R R E G O
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Los Angeles, CA • cris@cbbresearch.com

was first interested in reading Strategic
Project Management Made Simple by thinking
it might help me better understand strategies
behind and beyond the decision to conduct qualitative market research. I anticipated learning the
intricacies of project and account management,
and I hoped to be able to apply practical knowledge and concrete skills to enhance my own
capacity as a consultant and “partner,” someone
that is both experienced and instrumental in guiding and suggesting important strategic decisions
for my clients.
However, as a QRC and one-woman corporation, I felt that this book was more appropriately
suited to a different audience: high-level managers

I
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and institutional leaders, whose projects are both
long-term and “super-sized.” Take for example,
some of the case studies outlined in this book,
such as: the Development of Information Technology Process Solutions and Algorithms for the
U.S. Department of Energy, the Design of a “Team
Conduct of Operations” for the Los Alamos
National Laboratory and the Geographic Information Service and “Winning the Peace after
Winning the War” for the Sultanate of Oman.
In other words, projects much larger in scope
than my own.
Notwithstanding the complexity of the subject
matter, Strategic Project Management Made Simple
could be very useful to colleagues who are more

CONTINUED

intensely involved with large-scale organizations,
their internal processes and strategic business
decisions. For instance, those of you who lead
brainstorming and ideation sessions among
decision-makers, or who conduct internal research
among high-level managers facing long-term
and large-scale projects, would find this book a
helpful tool.
Schmidt writes his narrative from the vantage
point of educator, management consultant and
“strategy coach” to government organizations,
non-profits and public institutions. Based on
his assertion that projects often fail because of
insufficient and unrealistic initial planning and
efforts, he offers his readers a “step-by-step,
flexible approach to planning and executing
change initiatives that work faster and more
effectively than any other method.” He pushes
his readers to map out the overarching objectives of a project in a matrix format by using
“Logical Frameworks” or “LogFrames.” This
tool gives managers and business leaders a welldeveloped plan of action, in written form, for
defining the answers to
what he calls the Four
Critical Questions of
project management:
“What are we trying to
accomplish and why?”
(Objectives), “How will
we measure success?”
(Measures and Verifications), “What other
conditions must exist?”
(Assumptions) and “How
do we get there?” (Inputs).
The author suggests
reading and re-reading
the book several times;
so, perhaps a single readthrough leads to an unfair
assessment of its value to
others. As I tried to grasp
the meaning of these
sometimes-esoteric concepts, I was thankful for
the author’s extensive use
of diagrams and tables,
as well as the detailed
illustrations of the author’s
“strategic action cycle.” I
also appreciated the “Key
Points Review” that
summarizes each chapter.
Schmidt’s “Best Practice
Tips” and suggested questions for strategic team
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builders will no doubt entice me to pick this
book up again. For ongoing support and
services, he also invites us to his website:
www.ManagementPro.com.
Even though my qualitative practice was
not the target audience for Strategic Project
Management Made Simple, I found Terry
Schmidt’s writing style to be clear, comprehensive and pleasantly sprinkled with metaphors that turn an otherwise dry subject into
a puzzle worth taking the time to solve.
Summarizing the benefits of using the LogFrame
Approach for managing projects that are often
nebulous in their scope and fuzzy in their goals,
Schmidt writes, “The multiple thinking perspectives blend the project ingredients into a
strategic recipe so that it can bake at the right
temperature for the right duration. Use it when
the heat is on — without getting scorched.”
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The

World’s Worst

SCREENER QUESTIONS

BY JOEL REISH
Next Level Research • Atlanta, GA • joel@NextLevelResearch.com
members dedicate themselves
to the highest standards of
professionalism in the qualitative research industry. This dedication extends
through all phases of the qualitative research
process, including the parts of that process that,
well, just aren’t so glamorous.
Take recruiting, for example. Not exactly an
edge-of-your-seat topic, but I hope we can all agree
that it is pretty darned important to pay attention
to proper recruiting. The old saying “garbage-in,
garbage-out” could not be truer than when looking
at the issue of recruiting for qualitative research.
That is why QRCA members continually focus on
best practices and high quality when it comes to

QRCA

recruiting. We have sessions at our various conferences and chapter meetings just on the topic of recruiting, and our member Forum often buzzes with
members asking for and giving advice on recruiting
approaches for the most-challenging projects.
Unfortunately, not all qualitative researchers
adhere to quite the same standards for recruiting.
Recently, the Humor Column Team scoured some
screener questionnaires, written (of course) by
non-QRCA members, and we saw some pretty
interesting questions and wording choices, faithfully reproduced for you here, in a collection that
just might constitute the World’s Worst Screener
Questions. Hopefully, none of these came from
one of your projects.

We are calling to see if you
1. INTRO: Hello, my name is __________ from Crummy Research.
Yeah, like I said, it will be
floss.
dental
about
doing
qualify for an exciting focus group we are
really matter what you say
doesn’t
it
fact,
In
.
answers
wrong
or
right
really exciting. There are no
.
— the clients are just looking for validation of their pet idea anyway
2. Which of the following represents your age group?
❑ 18–29
❑ 30–44
❑ 45–64
❑ Or just really old?
for under age 65?
3. (IF the respondent answers,”Just really old,” ASK:) Could you pass
Yes, we know that race and
4. Which of the following describes your race or ethnic background?
ies we present don’t seem
categor
the
ethnicity are two different things, and we also know that
n this same way for
questio
this
asking
been
have
we
to capture certain population groups, but
us.
decades, so just bear with
you are suffering from?
5. Which of the following medical conditions are you able to pretend
6. Which of the following best describes you?
es.
❑ You are the main decision-maker in your household on these purchas
es.
purchas
these
on
❑ You share the decision-making in your household
the pants in the family.
❑ You think you make the decisions, but someone else really wears
three is excellent, four is great,
7. On a scale of 1 to 5 (where one is tremendous, two is spectacular,
?
product
client’s
our
rate
you
would
how
and five is pretty darn good),
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8. Please tell me if you are familiar or unfamiliar with each brand
that I name:
Familiar
Unfamiliar
Not sure
Coke
❑
❑
❑
Pepsi
❑
❑
❑
Canada Dry
❑
❑
❑
INTERVIEWER: To qualify, the respondent must get tic-tac-toe three-in
-a-row.
If not, then terminate.
9. Now, for each statement I read, please tell me if you disagree strongly
, disagree somewhat,
neither disagree nor agree, agree somewhat or agree strongly.
DISAGREE
STRONGLY

DISAGREE
SOMEWHAT

You don’t not dislike to avoid communicating
clearly.

NEITHER
DISAGREE
NOR AGREE

AGREE
SOMEWHAT

AGREE
STRONGLY

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

Of all the people you know, you often are the
first person to try new things (well, before any
sane person would).

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

You buy whatever is on sale without caring
about the brand name, even though we have
spent millions trying to make you build an
emotional relationship with our brand.

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

You think that other people think of you as
someone who thinks about what they think.

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

You find you are unable to answer agree-ordisagree questions.

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

INTERVIEWER: Terminate if the sum of these scores is less than the
square root of the total
number of points scored in the Rose Bowl.
10. Would you be willing to waive your rights under HIPAA? It would

reaaaaalllly help us out if you can.
11. Now, suppose you had the chance to have dinner with anyone
in the world that you want.
Thinking of that person, the question is: who would pick up the check?
12. OK, next I would like for you to think of five things you could
do with a paper clip… (ONCE
COMPLETED, ASK:) OK, and now think of five things you could do
with a Rochester two-barrel
carburetor from a 1964 Buick Skylark V8.
13. When was the last time you fell asleep in a focus group?
14. We are looking for people who love Snoozles Snacks, to invite
them to a fun meeting where you
will get to stuff your face with Snoozles Snacks and pocket a lot of
money. But only if you love
Snoozles snacks, not losers who don’t love Snoozles Snacks. So, do
you love Snoozles Snacks?

Wow, those are some crazy screener questions! If you have any more examples that
should join this collection of The World’s Worst
Screener Questions, please forward them along.
As always, I am on the lookout for ideas
for this column. So, if you have any humorous

stories, observations or jokes related to qualitative research, whether you are a QRCA member, a
client or a reader of another stripe, please feel free
to contact me at joel@NextLevelResearch.com.
If we can’t laugh at ourselves, who can we
laugh at?
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• EDITORIAL GUIDELINES •

Call for Authors: Publishing Opportunities
ditorial content for QRCA VIEWS is managed
by an editorial team that includes the editor-inchief, managing editors, copy editor, contributing
editor and the features editors for each of VIEWS’
regular columns such as Qualitative Toolbox and
Tech Talk.
VIEWS editors welcome QRCA members and
members of the marketing research community to
submit article ideas or manuscripts for consideration.
We review each manuscript on an individual basis to
ensure that the article conforms to VIEWS’ mission and
goals, as well as to the topic mix needed for each issue.
Occasionally, we may save a manuscript to use in a
future issue. We reserve the right to edit any manuscript
or to change the title.
Submissions should be objectively written and
supported by case-study examples. Self-serving articles
or those that promote a moderator’s or a research
company’s expertise will not be published in VIEWS.
Please remember that it takes a good deal of time
for our editors to read through all the submissions.
We will let you know as quickly as possible whether or
not your article has been accepted for publication in
QRCA VIEWS.

E

Submitting a Manuscript
Please send articles via email as an attached Word
file to the attention of Monica Zinchiak, at
monica@zresearchservices.com.
• The preferred article length is 1,500–2,500 words.
• To make sure that your manuscript can be easily
identified and retrieved once it has been downloaded in our “Article Submissions Folder,” your
Word document/file attachments should be labeled
as follows:
Brief title.Last name of author.doc

• Please be sure to tag each page of your manuscript
with a left header that identifies the article title
and author’s last name and a right header with
the page number.
• In addition to the title of the article, the front page of
your manuscript should include the author’s full name,
full company name and address, phone number and
email address.
• Please use only simple formats in your Word
documents. Avoid using unusual indentations or
tabulations as well as outline-style paragraphs with
subsets, boxes or other page graphics. When the
editing process has been completed, VIEWS’ graphic
designers will format your manuscript so that it will
be attractive and easy to read.
• Include your full name, company name and mailing
address at the bottom of your manuscript. If your article
is published, in appreciation of your contribution, we
will send you three complimentary copies via U.S. mail.

FAQs about Article Submissions
Will I see my article before it is published in QRCA
VIEWS? Not always, as our tight publication schedule
may not allow for author review of edited manuscripts.
Will I be paid for the time and effort I put into writing
the article? Like most professional association publications, VIEWS does not pay contributors. However,
since the magazine is distributed broadly in the research
community, you will gain a good deal of visibility as a
result of being published in VIEWS.
Can I submit an outline for consideration before I
submit the completed article? Yes, you may submit
a 50-100 word description of your story idea to the
appropriate features editor.
My article was published in another journal or
magazine. Can I send it to VIEWS? While ordinarily the
preferred solution would be a substantial rewrite, we are
willing to consider articles published elsewhere if, in
our judgment, they seem both relevant and not likely
to have been seen by a significant portion of our own
readership. In addition, you must either assure us that
you are the copyright holder and/or provide a letter of
permission from the previous publication. If VIEWS
publishes the article, the prior publication will be
credited and cited in a footnote.
My article was published in VIEWS? Can I submit it to
another publication? You will need to submit a request
in writing to the VIEWS Editor-in-Chief. If we approve
re-publication, we will notify you in writing, and we
would expect the prior VIEWS publication to be cited
in a footnote.

Writing Style Guidelines
• Write in the present tense and use the active voice
as much as possible. Avoid the use of contractions,
i.e., don’t, wouldn’t, can’t, etc.
• Footnotes, endnotes or lists of references are not
necessary in a trade magazine such as VIEWS.
• Make liberal use of topic subheads to help readers
scan your article and follow your main points easily.
• Please direct your queries and/or submit your
manuscript to Editor-in-Chief Monica Zinchiak,
at monica@zresearchservices.com.

Electronic Article Reprints
Authors who publish in VIEWS will automatically receive
a free PDF file of their article (including that issue’s cover)
as it appeared in the magazine. For a PDF file of the
article with advertising removed, a company logo added
and text reflowed, authors should contact Susie Barber
at Leading Edge Communications, at susie@leadingedgecommunications.com. The fee for the modified-article
PDF is $35.
We look forward to working with you!
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